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Letter from the President

H ow fi tting a coincidence! Editor 
Adrienne Burke was busily con-
ducting this issue’s interviews 

on the future of scientifi c knowledge dis-
semination, and your Academy President 
found himself in an immersion course giv-
en by some of the world’s most illustrious 
experts in the new tools of connectivity.

Imagine seven days’ exposure to the 
thinking of the leaders of eBay, Twitter, 
Cisco Systems, Howcast, EDventure, the 
Social Gaming Network, and Mozilla! 
Surprisingly, this experience didn’t take 
place in Silicon Valley or even Silicon Al-
ley, but in mid-winter in Moscow and No-
vosibirsk, Siberia!

I’ll return later to the etiology of this 
trip and how science transcends bor-
ders, cuts through politics, and brings the 
world’s people together. But fi rst I’ll con-
nect my trip to the subject of this issue’s 
important cover story: the future of infor-
mation exchange.

If you’re over 40, you might not know 
of half the companies I mentioned. I’m well 
past 40, as Academy members know, so I 
too was on rocky ground. Th e week was 
humbling, but it was also truly inspiring. 

Only a decade ago, I was at the cut-
ting-edge of science communications. As 
Editor of Science, I partnered with the vi-
sionary neuroscientist Floyd Bloom, the 
journal’s scientist editor-in-chief, to move 
the publication online ahead of just about 
everyone else (for the record, the Journal 
of Biological Chemistry was fi rst in life sci-
ences to go online). 

With Science’s talented staff , we pio-
neered well beyond our core product, 
creating the fi rst global career-mentoring 
website for young scientists, innovative 
web-based “knowledge environments” in 
the science of aging and signal transduc-
tion, and the fi rst daily science news site.

At Th e New York Academy of Sci-
ences, I am proud of the opportunity I 
have had since 2003 to lead the team that 
created our transformational eBriefi ngs 
as well as our now mainstream webinars 
and podcasts. 

But all of this is apparently just the 
infancy of innovation in information and 
communication technologies (ICT). I say 
this because of what I saw in Novosibirsk 
in February. Outside, it was 15 degrees 
Celsius below zero. Inside, the atmosphere 
was electric. A score or two of young Rus-
sian entrepreneurs, university students, 
bloggers, and other new media types had 
gathered to absorb practical tips for real-
izing their dreams from a group of ICT 
heroes they never guessed they would 
have the chance to meet. Excited as they 
were to connect with this small group of 
young Russians, American tech gurus 
are irrepressibly ambitious. Why have an 
exchange with 20 or 30 people when you 
can engage hundreds or thousands?

Th e Russians hadn’t planned on broad-
casting the meeting by Web or telephone; 
few outside Novosibirsk were aware the 
meeting was taking place. To my fellow 
travelers, this was a trivial challenge. No 
video camera? Shervin Pishevar, CEO of 
the Social Gaming Network, borrowed 
an iPhone from actor and Katalyst Media 
founder and CEO Ashton Kutcher (bet 
you didn’t know Kutcher studied engi-
neering in college and is a bit of a techie 
at heart). Video capabilities but no way to 
broadcast? Jack Dorsey, founder of Twit-
ter and chairman of Squared, could live-
stream Shervin’s video and audio feeds.

Our Russian hosts scrambled up a 
computer that would project incoming 
Twitter messages on a wall, and lo and be-
hold we were tweeting. 

Here’s the astonishing part: With ab-
solutely no forewarning to anyone—no 
marketing, no P.R.—we were joined in 
that room for our hour-long Russian-
American exchange by several thousand 
individuals all over the world, with nu-
merous germane questions about the in-
gredients of innovation and how Russia 
might unlock its extraordinary talent.

I could provide many more examples 
of the potential of new media and ICT as I 
heard it discussed during a week in Russia. 

But in this short column, I will leave Acad-
emy Members with a diff erent thought.

Your Academy was honored in Feb-
ruary to participate in a high-level del-
egation to Russia. Organized by the U.S. 
State Department and the National Se-
curity Council, the visit was designed to 
“strengthen and broaden the ties between 

the United States and Russia,” and its eti-
ology was unusual: the outgrowth of a 
“broad dialogue launched by the Bilateral 
Presidential Commission created by Presi-
dents Obama and Medvedev in July 2009.”

Th e next issue of this magazine will 
reach you in autumn. By then I hope to 
have more to tell about some of the very 
exciting projects that will connect our 
Academy members and Russia’s best sci-
entists and engineers. In the meantime, 
I hope you can see from the single anec-
dote I’ve off ered that, thanks to science 
and technology, what started as a gov-
ernment-to-government eff ort to draw 
closer, evolved almost immediately into a 
people-to-people partnership that leaped 
beyond even the borders of our host 
country. Just one of the great reasons we 
love science: It has no borders and it links 
us all to one another.

Ellis Rubinstein
President & CEO

Science, Innovation, and the 
Prospect of Social Networking

“Imagine seven days’ 
exposure to the thinking 
of the leaders of eBay, 
Twitter, Cisco Systems, 
Howcast, EDventure, the 
Social Gaming Network, 
and Mozilla.”
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Reports from the directors of Academy programs and news about 
Academy activities. Read more online at www.nyas.org/academynews.

Inside the Academy

Academy Kicks off Science Ed 
Initiative with a Teachers’ SLAM
A public “Science Teachers’ SLAM” in Feb-
ruary marked the kickoff  of the Academy’s 
New York City Science Education Initia-
tive, which was launched to help address 
the long decline in science performance 
by American students. A second event in 
March featured a lecture and workshop 
led by Sheila Tobias, the widely known sci-
ence, technology, engineering, and math 
(STEM) education scholar and author, on 
how science teaching can evolve into an 
independent scientifi c profession.

Th e Science Teachers’ SLAM featured 
fi ve New York City science and math edu-
cators who, in 10 minutes each, presented 
their best ideas for how to engage students 
in classroom science learning. Among the 
presenters, four high school educators 
were 2009 winners of the Fund for the 
City of New York Sloan Awards for Excel-
lence in Teaching Science and Mathemat-
ics, which recognize high school educa-
tors who inspire young people to pursue 
careers in science and math. A fi ft h pre-
senter was a middle school New York City 
Teaching Fellow.

Th e new initiative “aims to infuse 
educators with the excitement of ongoing 
discovery and to promote the teaching of 
cutting-edge science in New York City 
schools,” says Academy CEO Ellis Ru-
binstein. He adds, “We are inviting New 
York City science teachers into one of the 
premiere networks of science in order to 
keep them current, to allow them to build 
and cultivate communities, and simply to 
honor what they do.” 

With help from the NYC Department 
of Education, the Academy is inviting up 

to 1,400 New York City science teachers 
to join its premiere network of scien-
tists in order to enable science educators 
to assemble an organic community in 
which they, like other professional scien-
tist members of the Academy, can share 
best practices, examine their work, and 
exchange innovative science education 
strategies. More than 700 teachers have 
already taken the Academy up on its off er. 

NYC science teachers who take ad-
vantage of the free Academy member-
ship off er will be entitled to all benefi ts of 
Academy membership and may take part 
in all Academy events and gain access 
to all Academy publications produced 
by or for the Academy’s communities of 
scientists in various scientifi c disciplines. 
Th rough their participation in the Acad-
emy, educators will be able to stay current 
on the state of scientifi c knowledge and 
breakthrough research, and they will be 
able to build relationships with scientists 
in their fi elds of specialization—bonds 
that could yield opportunities for them 
and their students. 

Th e NYC Science Education Initiative 
is being spearheaded by a steering com-
mittee of NYC science educators includ-
ing a representative from the NYC De-
partment of Education in collaboration 
with Academy staff  who are establishing 
new tools and programs to allow science 
teachers to collaborate, share best prac-
tices, engage in professional networking, 
and discuss the direction of their profes-
sion. Th rough the initiative, the Acad-
emy will host regular events targeted at 
educators’ interests, and disseminate the 
content of those events online. Th e Acad-
emy has also launched an online calen-

dar featuring frequently updated listings 
of science teaching events and resources 
in New York City, with an associated 
monthly email for science teachers. 

For more information on the NYC 
Science Education Initiative, please visit 
www.nyas.org/scienceeducation.

Academy Enrolls 800 Science Alliance 
Members at the University of Nigeria
Th e University of Nigeria, Nsukka, signed 
an agreement in February to enroll 300 
faculty and 500 postgraduate students as 
members of the Academy’s Science Alli-
ance program in an eff ort to boost learn-
ing and provide world-class resources.

Noting that lecturers in many Nigeri-
an universities lack access to international 
scholarly publications and resources due 
to funding constraints, Chima Nwangu-
ma, a professor in the University of Ni-
geria’s Department of Biochemistry, says 
the agreement is signifi cant because, “as 
many staff  as possible will get the oppor-
tunity of unrestricted access to the online 
resources and archival materials of the 
Academy dating back 100 years. In this 
age, it is important to have international 
linkages and to be abreast of develop-
ments across the world of scholarship.”

Academy Director of Membership Da-
vid Smith says the agreement was borne of 
the University of Nigeria’s interest in hav-
ing access to NYAS content such as eBrief-
ings, Annals volumes online, and confer-
ence Webinars for use in the classroom 
setting. Smith says that with this agree-
ment now signed, the Nigerian students 
will begin benefi ting right away from the 
privileges of Academy membership.

Staff from the University of Nigeria meet with the Academy.Science teacher Nicola Vitale with students in the Bronx River.
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Inside the Academy

NYAS Recommends Database 
Of New York Battery Test Sites
Th e Academy recently completed a needs 
assessment project for the New York 
Battery and Energy Storage Technology 
Consortium (NY-BEST). NY-BEST is an 
industry-led coalition of New York en-
ergy storage professionals. Th eir goal is to 
establish New York as an industry leader 
in the energy storage sector by acceler-
ating the commercialization of relevant 
technologies developed in the state.

Th e Academy was asked to compile 
and analyze information on the energy 
storage testing needs and capabilities of 
New York’s research and business com-
munity. A team led by Karin Pavese, the 
Academy’s Vice President for Innovation 
and Sustainability, was tasked with deter-
mining what the statewide needs and ca-

pabilities are for testing batteries for use 
in cars and heavier duty transportation 
as well as energy storage devices for the 
electric grid. Other team members were 
Jamie Kass, Scientifi c Program Manager, 
and Ben Levitan, Program Associate.

In early March, the Academy submit-
ted an assessment to NY-BEST based on 
reviews of 24 survey responses and 69  re-
search proposals by stakeholders, as well 
as interviews with more than 40 battery 
researchers in New York. Th e Academy 
recommended the creation of a database 
for use by NY-BEST members that would 
identify and describe available capabilities 
around the state. Th e Academy also rec-
ommended that the state create a new po-
sition for a “testing facilitator” who could 
assist organizations in matching needs 
with capabilities and identify common 
unmet needs in the area of battery testing.

Levitan says, “Our goal was to come 
up with an inventory of the energy stor-
age device testing capabilities in the state 
and to highlight the needs for particular 
energy storage testing capabilities. As the 
project progressed, it became clear that 

the needs across the state were diverse 
and divergent, and that a database would 
be highly useful.” A working prototype of 
the database, built upon the Academy’s 
research, is currently available to NY-
BEST members.

Academy Partnership Promotes 
Science in Barcelona, Catalonia
Th e New York Academy of Sciences and 
Talència of Barcelona (previously known 
as Fundació Catalana per a la Recerca i la 
Innovació -FCRI) established a collabora-
tion in March aimed at promoting science 
in the autonomous community of Catalo-
nia in Spain. Talència is a public institu-
tion and instrument of the Catalonia gov-
ernment created to foster and recognize 
research there. Th e three-year partnership 
will establish, disseminate, and promote 

science in Catalonia through a variety of 
measures. First, the Academy and Talèn-
cia agreed to collaborate on the develop-
ment of several high-quality scientifi c 
symposia in interdisciplinary topics to 
highlight Catalonia science to the global 
scientifi c community. Public lectures as-
sociated with each scientifi c event will also 
translate the science presented at these 
symposia for the lay-population, thereby 
increasing scientifi c knowledge in Cata-
lonia. Additional measures will be taken 
under the agreement to promote public 
understanding of science in Catalonia.

Th e Academy and Talència also 
agreed to create and disseminate profes-
sional print and electronic materials that 
present to the Catalan scientifi c commu-
nity and the world the scientifi c research 
being undertaken in Catalonia. And the 
Academy agreed to work to connect up-
and-coming young Catalan scientists 
with other promising young faculty and 
post-docs globally via the Academy’s Sci-
ence Alliance. Finally, the agreement calls 
for the New York Academy of Sciences to 
off er 100 one-year Science Alliance mem-

berships to the best and brightest Catalan 
scientists-in-training.

Academy President Joins U.S.
Innovation Mission to Russia
Academy President and CEO Ellis Rubin-
stein joined a ground-breaking delegation 
of U.S. technology experts in Russia in 
February. Th e fi rst “U.S.-Russia Innova-
tion Dialogue,” held in Moscow and No-
vosibirsk, Siberia, was an outgrowth of a 
pact made between Presidents Obama and 
Medvedev. In Moscow in July 2009, the 
leaders agreed to engage in multiple part-
nerships for economic and social good 
as part of a “reset” of Russian-American 
relations. Following their meeting in the 
Kremlin, the two presidents created a U.S.-
Russia Bilateral Presidential Commission 
charged to organize productive exchanges.

Th e U.S. State Department and Na-
tional Security Council kicked off  these 
exchanges in February by partnering with 
their counterparts in Russia to schedule 
an intense series of meetings between an 
elite group of Americans and a broad mix 
of Russians including the fi rst deputies to 
President Medvedev and Prime Minister 
Putin, as well as several ministers, lead-
ing academicians, corporate leaders, en-
trepreneurs, and even college and high 
school students.

Co-led by Howard Solo-
mon of the National Securi-
ty Council and Jared Cohen 
of the Secretary of State’s 
Policy Planning staff , the 
delegation included the 
CEOs, CTOs, found-
ers, and chairs of 
companies including 
eBay, Cisco, Mozilla, 
EDventure, Howcast, 
Twitter, Social Gam-
ing Network, and 
Katalyst. U.S. Chief 
Technology Offi  cer 

Novosibirsk, Siberia. PHOTO: GELIOBarcelona, Spain. PHOTO: DMITRY SOKOLOV
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Aneesh Chopra, U.S. Ambassador to Rus-
sia John Beyrle, and actor Ashton Kutcher 
(pictured), known as the most followed 
user on the social-networking site Twit-
ter, also participated.

Meetings focused on the role technol-
ogy can play in promoting better gover-
nance, combating corruption and human 
traffi  cking, improving healthcare, and 
expanding educational opportunities for 
youth and teachers. Th e American del-
egation strove to ensure that there would 
be multiple outcomes of each interaction. 

Before departing Russia, the U.S. In-
novation Delegation proposed 19 proj-
ects for collaboration between the U.S. 
and Russia in six areas of technology 
development. Th e proposal included the 
suggestion that the New York Academy 
of Sciences help to establish a U.S.-Russia 
“Young Scientists Innovation Network.”

De Maximis Taps NYAS Team for 
Passaic River Cleanup Consultation
A consultancy hired by the US Environ-
mental Protection Agency to manage a $2 
billion Superfund cleanup of the Passaic 
River in New Jersey has tapped the New 
York Academy of Sciences for assistance. 
Th e consultancy, de maximis, was familiar 
with the Academy’s “Harbor Project” eval-
uation of the Hudson River and New York 
City harbor and “decided to retain a neu-
tral third party to conduct an initial assess-
ment,” says Monica Kurpiewski, Director, 
Business Development at the Academy. 

Kurpiewski says the same team of 
Academy scientists who oversaw the 
Harbor Project—Susan Boehme, Marta 
Panero, Lisa Rodenburg, and Sandra Val-
le—will take the same industrial ecology 
approach to evaluate four specifi c con-
taminants in and along the lower Passaic 
River. Th e six-month project that began 
in March will conclude with delivery of a 
white paper to the technical review com-
mittee overseeing the Superfund cleanup. 
“We will deliver the baseline information 
to de maximis to help them assess what 
type of mitigation strategies they need to 
look at,” Kurpiewski explains.

New Faces at NYAS: Three 
New Directors Join the Academy
When Brooke Grindlinger joined the 
Academy in February as a Director, Life 
Sciences, she instantly took on responsi-
bility for coordinating seven conferences 
that the Academy has plans to host in the 

next nine months. Grindlinger, who holds 
a PhD in microbiology, was previously 
Science Editor at Th e Journal of Clinical 
Investigation in New York, where she han-
dled commissioning and editing of con-
tent including commentaries, research 
reviews, book reviews, and news features. 

Grindlinger says her experience at 
the JCI equipped her well for a job that 
requires her to track the latest break-
throughs in science, get a sense of which 
fi elds are moving quickly, and decide 
where there’s enough interest in a topic to 
make it suitable for a conference. 

Among the conferences on her plate 
now are two back-to-back meetings on 
the blossoming fi eld of probiotics in 
June—one on the science of probiot-
ics and bringing them from the bench 
through clinical trials to the drug store, 
and a second about the science and regu-
lations of labeling of probiotic foods and 
supplements—as well as a two-day sym-
posium discussing what has been learned 
about nephrogenic systemic fi brosis since 
the disease was fi rst recognized in 1997, 
and a three-day conference in Aspen, 
Colo., on neural prosthetics called “Build-
ing Better Brains.” 

Jennifer Henry, a native of Australia, 
joined the Academy recently as Director, 
Life Sciences. Henry, who holds a PhD 
in plant biology, will have oversight of 40 
meetings annually in 14 areas of life sci-
ences. Previous to joining the Academy, 
she spent two years as Publishing Man-
ager for 10 biomedical journals at Nature 
Publishing Group. In Australia, Henry 
edited the journal Functional Plant Biol-
ogy for eight years aft er earning her PhD 
in genetic transformation of fi eld peas to 
introduce a fungal resistance gene.

Henry says she appreciates the value 
of the Academy as a “neutral space” for 
presenting new science. “Th e Academy 
enables me to draw experts from around 
the world to speak to our members in 
the New York area and, when they make 
the eff ort to come downtown, we reward 
them,” she says. Increasing webinar atten-
dance of life sciences events, she notes, is 
expanding the reach and appeal of these 
meetings even more broadly. For instance, 
20 people from as far away as Switzerland, 
the Netherlands, and Mexico joined a re-
cent metabotropic glutamate receptors 
meeting via webinar, Henry says.

In three upcoming meetings that 
Henry has organized, scientists will look 

at treatment of chronic pain syndromes, 
tackle challenges in the development of 
a vaccine for HIV/AIDS, and reexamine 
the swine fl u outbreak of last year, on 
April 27, May 19, and May 24 respectively.

During her PhD studies as a cell biolo-
gist at Harvard, Monica Kerr lamented 
the lack of guidance for science students 
seeking alternative careers. She worked 
with the campus career services offi  ce to 
initiate a series of professional develop-
ment seminars for life scientists at Harvard 
Medical School. Th e experience made her 
a perfect fi t for her new job as Director of 
the Academy’s Science Alliance program 
for graduate students and postdocs. 

Prior to joining the Academy, Kerr 
spent 18 months as an instructor at Har-
vard Medical School where she taught 
and designed curriculum for undergrad-

uate, graduate, and medical school sci-
ence courses. During this time, Kerr also 
helped organize events such as a mock 
case study run by McKinsey consultants 
and a workshop on investing in life sci-
ences led by venture capitalists. And she 
has plenty of ideas for how to expand the 
off erings of Science Alliance. For one, 
she says, “I want to strengthen the grad 
student and postdoc community by us-
ing social networking.” Kerr also hopes to 
broadcast video interviews with scientists 
about their career paths from the Acad-
emy website. And, she says, she plans to 
host more events that highlight career op-
tions for scientists and help them develop 
skills for those jobs.

Clockwise from 
top left: Brooke 
Grindlinger, 
Jennifer Henry, 
Monica Kerr
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Th e Annals is the premier publication of the Academy, off ering review articles in 
topical areas and proceedings of conferences. Learn more at www.nyas.org/annals.

Annals Highlights

Th e series is broadly titled Addiction Re-
views as it documents interest in multiple 
aspects of this complex fi eld. Th e goal 
remains simple and straightforward: to 
bring together each year a few of the very 
best minds in the fi eld of addiction to re-
view the latest ideas and issues that refl ect 
some of the best science in the fi eld.

Th is volume consists of 19 reviews 
covering a range of subjects, with author-
ship from the United States, the European 
Union, and Asia. Th e papers cover topics 
including specifi c and promising areas 
of addiction therapeutics and medicinal 
chemistry, views of the toxicities of am-

phetamines and of HIV in combination 
with illicit drugs, physiology relevant 
to addiction,  spectroscopic imaging in 
humans, developments in the context of 
drug exposure, documentation of genetic 
infl uences on drug abuse in humans and 
mouse models, aversive properties of ad-
dictive substances, “non-substance addic-
tions” or paraddictions (e.g., gambling, 
food, sex), dopamine transporter and 
RGS molecules for addiction,  an histori-
cal perspective and novel insights into 
addiction epidemiology, and a review 
that describes the Offi  ce of National Drug 
Control Policy.

Breaking Ground on 
Translational Stem Cell 
Research: The New York 
Stem Cell Foundation Fourth 
Annual Translational Stem Cell 
Research Conference
Volume 1189 issue S1, March 2010 
Online-only meeting report

Sponsored by the New York Stem Cell 
Foundation, the “Fourth Annual Translational Stem Cell Re-
search Conference: Breaking Ground” was convened October 
13–14, 2009, at Th e Rockefeller University in New York City to 
discuss translational stem cell research.

Attracting more than 400 scientists, patient advocates, and 
stem cell research supporters from 15 countries, the two-day 
conference featured an aft ernoon of panel discussions, intended 
for a broad audience, followed by a second day of scientifi c talks 
and poster presentations. Th is report summarizes both days of 
this exciting conference.

Ecological Economics 
Reviews
Edited by Karin E. Limburg (SUNY 
College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry, Syracuse, NY), Robert 
Costanza and Ida Kubiszewski (Gund 
Institute for Ecological Economics, 
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT) 
Volume 1185, February 2010 | ISBN: 
978-1-57331-766-5

Th is inaugural volume of the Ecological Economics Reviews is a 
response to the growing need for authoritative syntheses of key 
topics in this rapidly expanding transdisciplinary fi eld. EER pro-
vides in-depth reviews on the theory, policy, and implementa-
tion of sustainability and sustainable development, with a focus 
on the economic, social, and environmental challenges facing 
the world today.

Th is fi rst volume contains 16 papers by leading international 
experts in ecological economics – the science and management 
of sustainability.

Addiction Reviews 2
Edited by George R. Uhl (Molecular Neurobiology, National Institutes of Health, 
Baltimore, MD) | Volume 1187, February 2010 | ISBN: 978-1-57331-767-2
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Member News

Torsten Weisel
Weisel (above left ), past Academy Chair 
and Nobel Laureate, met with Philippines 
President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo in 
February during a visit to Manila. Weisel 
urged Arroyo to continue supporting in-
creased funding for science and technol-
ogy education and development. He also 
presented a lecture to an audience of high 
school science students and local leaders 
of science and education, emphasizing 
the need for resources to be dedicated 
to science and technology education to 
boost the country’s economy. Weisel’s lec-
ture, “Science for Peace,” was part of an 
International Peace Foundation program 
called “Bridges: Dialogues Towards a Cul-
ture of Peace.”

Weisel was Chair of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the New York Academy of Sci-
ences from 2001-2006, and he was the 
Academy’s chairman and interim director 
from 2001-2002.

J. Barkley Rosser, Jr.
Rosser, Professor of Economics and Kirby 
L. Cramer, Jr. Professor of Business Ad-
ministration at James Madison Univer-
sity, has been celebrated with a festschrift  
volume, Nonlinear Dynamics in Econom-
ics, Finance, and the Social Sciences: Es-
says in Honour of John Barkley Rosser, Jr., 
edited by Gian-Italo Bischi, Carl Chiarel-

la, and Laura Gardini. Th e 
volume contains papers 
presented at a confer-
ence held in honor of 
Rosser’s 60th birthday 
at the University of Ur-
bino, Italy, in Septem-
ber 2008. He was also 
named a fi nalist for 
the 2010 Outstand-
ing Faculty Award 
for Virginia for by 

the State Council on 
Higher Education. Rosser has edited the 
Journal of Economic Behavior and Orga-
nization since 2001. Most recently, he ed-
ited the Handbook of Complexity Research
and authored, with David Colander and 
Richard Holt, European Economics at the 
Crossroads, due out this April from Ed-
ward Elgar.

John Sexton
Sexton (above right), President of New 
York University and Chair of the Board 
of Governors of the New York Academy 
of Sciences, has been named Chair of 
the Board of Directors at the American 
Council on Education, the major coordi-
nating body for all the nation’s higher ed-
ucation institutions. Sexton assumed his 
role in March during ACE’s 92nd Annual 
Meeting in Phoenix. He succeeds Judy 
Genshaft , President of the University of 
South Florida, and will serve a one-year 
term. Before becoming ACE Board Chair, 
Sexton served as Vice Chair.

“Institutions of higher education 
serve a unique and indispensable role in 
our society: they are engines of personal 
achievement and advancement, birth-
places of innovations and great new ideas, 
and all-too-uncommon oases of mean-
ingful intellectual exchange,” Sexton said. 
“Organizations such as ACE play such a 

crucial role: clarifying how important a 
robust higher education system is to our 
nation’s strength, prosperity, and future.”

Sexton has been NYU’s president since 
2001, and Academy Chair since 2007. He 
also serves as the Benjamin Butler Profes-
sor of Law and NYU Law School’s dean 
emeritus. In 2009, Sexton was named 
one of TIME magazine’s “10 Best College 
Presidents.”

Robert L. Thompson
Th ompson, Professor Emeritus of psy-
chology at Hunter College and the gradu-
ate program of the City University of New 
York, and long-time leader of the Red 
Onion Jazz Band, died in January. He had 
been a member of the Academy for 42 
years. Born in 1926 in New York, Th omp-
son earned his undergraduate degree in 
chemical engineering in 1946 from Bronx 
High School of Science and Columbia 
University, served in the U.S. Navy from 
1944 to 1946, worked as a chemist until 
1951, and went on to receive his doctorate 
in experimental psychology from Colum-
bia University. He became Associate Pro-
fessor at Hunter College in 1964, estab-
lishing the biopsychology program there 
and heading it for many years during his 
long and distinguished academic career.

Th ompson was a founding member 
of the Society for Neuroscience, and an 
active member of the New York Acad-
emy of Sciences and its psychology sec-
tion. He was a co-editor, with Joan Gay 
Snodgrass, of volume 818, June 1997, of 
the Annals of the New York Academy of 
Sciences, “Self Across Psychology.” His 
early research was on the experimental 
analysis of learned behavior in various 
animal species; his later work focused 
on self-awareness and self-conception in 
monkeys and chimpanzees.
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Member News

Shing-Tung Yau & Dennis Sullivan
Yau (above) of Harvard University and 
Sullivan of Stony Brook University were 
awarded the prestigious Wolf Prize in 
Mathematics. Both are mathematics pro-
fessors who have been Academy mem-
bers for more than 25 years. Yau was 
recognized for his “work in geometric 
analysis that has had a profound and dra-
matic impact on many areas of geometry 
and physics,” and Sullivan, who also holds 
the Albert Einstein Chair in Science at 
the City University of New York Graduate 
Center, won for his “innovative contribu-
tions to algebraic topology and conformal 
dynamics.”

Th e Wolf Prize, considered an equiv-
alent of the Nobel Prize and worth 
$100,000, will be formally awarded in 
May at the Israeli Knesset by President 
Shimon Peres and Education Minister 
and Wolf Foundation Council Chairman 
Gideon Sa’ar. Wolf prizes are also awarded 
in agriculture, chemistry, medicine, phys-
ics, and the arts. Read more about Dennis 
Sullivan in this issue’s Member Memoir 
on p. 14.

Louise Evans
Evans, an emeritus member of the Acade-
my and diplomate of the American Board 

of Professional Psychology, received the 
2009 Corann Okorodudu International 
Women’s Advocacy Award. Th e award 
was presented by the Society for the Psy-
chology of Women (Division 35) at the 
American Psychological Association’s an-
nual convention to Evans, “a heroine in 
the fi eld,” for her “more than four decades 
of continuous service to the psychology 
of women internationally.”

Saul Rich
Rich, a member of the Academy for 28 
years, died recently in Hamden, Conn. A 
researcher and past Chief of the Depart-
ment of Plant Pathology at the Connecti-
cut Agricultural Experiment Station, he 
was known for his studies of the eff ects 
of air pollution on plants and control of 
vegetable diseases. Rich earned an MA 
at the University of California, Berkeley, 
and a PhD at Oregon State University be-
fore serving for four years in the Army 
Air Corps during World War II, includ-
ing a year in China. During his career, 
he served as president of the Society for 
Microbiology, as treasurer and business 
manager of the Journal of the American 
Phytopathological Society, and as a mem-
ber of the Connecticut Governor’s Clean 
Air Task Force. For three years he was a 
visiting biologist at the American Insti-
tute of Biological Sciences.

Philip Siekevitz
Siekevitz, who served as President of the 
New York Academy of Sciences in 1976 
and was Professor Emeritus at Th e Rock-
efeller University, died in December at 
age 91. Siekevitz was associated with a 
number of signifi cant contributions in 
the fi eld of cell biology. He joined the fac-
ulty of Rockefeller in 1954 as an assistant 
professor in cytology, and was appointed 
associate professor in 1959, and professor 
in 1966. In the laboratory of Keith Porter 
and George Palade, he worked on the iso-
lation and description of ribosomes and 
of the endoplasmic reticulum. Siekevitz 
and Palade’s research on pancreatic cells 
led to a greater understanding of protein 
synthesis and protein secretion. In addi-
tion, Siekevitz and Palade investigated 
the organization, function, and diff eren-
tiation of several intracellular membranes 

in an eff ort to determine how the many 
membrane components function togeth-
er as a unit, and how they are diff eren-
tially formed.

Siekevitz’s later work was devoted to 
the study of events occurring at the neu-
ral synapse on the level of intracellular 
structures.

In addition to his research, Siekevitz 
was an advocate of the social responsibili-
ties of scientists. He believed that it is the 
duty of those engaged in basic research 
to inform the public about the poten-
tial risks involved. A founding member 
and treasurer of the New York Scientists 
Committee for Public Information, he 
wrote extensively on science and public 
policy, and his articles appeared in Th e 
Nation, Th e New York Times, and Nature.

George B. “Rusty” Tirey
Tirey, a Texan and member of the Acad-
emy since 1963, died in December at age 
86. Aft er serving in the US Navy during 
World War II where he performed un-
derwater photography and mine disposal, 
Tirey graduated from Texas Tech Univer-
sity in 1950 with a degree in electrical en-
gineering. During a career in marine geo-
physics and oceanography, Tirey worked 
for Columbia University’s fi eld station 
in Bermuda and at the Lamont Geologi-
cal Observatory in New York. He also 
worked for Alpine Geophysical Associ-
ates, Inc., Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 
the US Geological Survey, US Mineral 
Management Services, and performed in-
dependent consulting services in his fi eld. 
His business took him around the globe, 
working on notable projects such as the 
Alyeska Pipeline in Alaska, the Great Belt 
Crossing in Denmark, and the English 
Channel tunnel. Tirey was instrumental 
in the development of electrical and me-
chanical underwater exploration equip-
ment, such as a vibratory sediment sam-
pler and an underwater electrical seismic 
profi ler used to establish subsurface soil 
layers. He was inducted into the Texas 
Tech Electrical Engineering Academy in 
1998. He was also a member of the Amer-
ican Geophysical Union, the Society of 
Exploration Geophysicists, the Explorer’s 
Club, and the Woods Hole Oceanograph-
ic Institute Associates.
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Essay

I ’d like to start this essay with a statement that might be sur-
prising coming from a scientist: We are surrounded by the 
mysterious.

I’ll follow with a quote from another scientist: “Th e fairest 
thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the fundamental 
emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and true science.” 

Albert Einstein wrote those words in 1930, as part of a text 
entitled “What I Believe.” By “mysterious,” we both mean “that 
which is beyond our current knowledge.” Th at is, the knowledge 
we still don’t have of the universe. Einstein was well aware that 
we could only understand part of the whole. “What I see in Na-
ture is a magnifi cent structure that we can comprehend only 
very imperfectly, and that must fi ll a thinking person with a feel-
ing of humility,” he said.

Sadly, this concession to our limitations has been forgotten 
over the years. Perhaps some of the blame goes to Einstein: for 
the last two decades of his life, he searched for a “fi nal theory,” 
a mathematical structure that would reveal the unity of nature, 
perfect in conception and in symmetry. His approach has been 
criticized for having been out of touch with the mainstream 
physics of the time. But his legacy as a unifi er remains strong, 
having inspired a new generation of theoretical physicists in 
search of a fi nal theory of nature. 

Einstein believed—as did the Pythagoreans of pre-Socratic 
Greece—that geometry is the key to nature’s deepest secrets. 
Likewise, superstring theory—the preeminent modern incarna-
tion of the fi nal theory—aims to build a unifi ed explanation for 
how the elementary particles of matter interact among them-
selves based on geometrical arguments. Th e stated goal is far 
from humble: the Th eory of Everything should be the ultimate 
triumph of reductionism, the culmination of a search that start-
ed some 25 centuries ago in the Turkish town of Miletus. Can 
such a theory ever be devised? Or is the notion of unifi cation, 
of Nature’s deep unity, more a myth, inspired by the pervasive 
infl uence of monotheistic ideas in Western thought?

To answer this question we must turn to particle physics, 
the branch of physics that searches for matter’s smallest build-
ing blocks. Th ere is no question that the notion of symmetry is 
one of the cornerstones of physics. To deny this would be fool-

ish. Many theories 
that successfully 
describe natural 
phenomena are 
based on the idea 
of symmetry and 
how it is applied 
mathematical ly. 
Th e problem starts 
when symmetry 
stops being a tool 
and becomes dog-
ma. Because it’s 
been so successful 
so many times, it’s hard not to elevate symmetry to a pedestal 
and claim that nature’s harmony must be the expression of a 
grand mathematical code hiding underneath it all. Th e problem 
is, we have no experimental evidence that it must be so.

Current particle physics identifi es four fundamental forces of 
nature: to the familiar gravitational and electromagnetic forces, 
we add the strong and weak nuclear forces, both active only with-
in the confi nes of the atomic nucleus. Th e goal of unifi cation is to 
show that all of these forces are, in fact, manifestations of a single 
force. We can’t perceive this unity at the low energies of our ev-
eryday lives, or even in our most powerful accelerators. But close 
to the Big Bang, at inconceivably high energies, the unity of na-
ture would be revealed in all its amazing beauty. One senses Pla-
to’s legacy—the belief that only in the pure beauty of mathemat-
ics can truth be found—or, as Keats wrote, that “beauty is truth, 
truth beauty.” Unfortunately, nature is not willing to cooperate.

One of the great triumphs of modern physics is the Standard 
Model of particle physics, a theory that collects all (or almost 
all) that we know of the world of the very small. In the 1960s, 
Sheldon Glashow, Abdus Salam, and Steve Weinberg built a 
theoretical framework whereby the electromagnetic and weak 
interactions were “unifi ed”: At high energies, the weak interac-
tion behaves in ways similar to electromagnetism. Th e theory 
made some remarkable predictions, which were spectacularly 
confi rmed by experiments in 1983 at the European Center for 

The Imperfect Universe
Can Our Knowledge of Nature Ever Be Complete?
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Particle Physics. In spite of its well-deserved success, the real-
ity is that the theory can’t be considered a truly unifi ed descrip-
tion of the two forces. Traces of both forces remain throughout; 
too many experimental facts must be accommodated by hand. 
In 35 years of attempts and massive experimental searches for 
the predicted eff ects such unifi cation would entail, eff orts to go 
beyond this “electroweak” unifi cation to incorporate the strong 
force have failed.

Interestingly, we can detect a growing attitude shift  in recent 
papers published by the high-energy physics community. Many 
scientists are proposing that perhaps things are not so perfect 
aft er all—that perhaps the universe started with the forces as de-
scribed by the Standard Model, featuring only the partial elec-
troweak unifi cation.

We can now revert to our opening statement—that we are 
surrounded by the mysterious. One of the problems with the no-
tion of a fi nal unifi cation is that it assumes that we have complete 
knowledge of the fundamental particles and their interactions. 
Einstein was criticized for his stubborn attachment to gravity 
and electromagnetism; how can we be sure that there aren’t oth-
er interactions out there, beyond those we can currently mea-
sure? We only know what our instruments tell us. And although 
their accuracy is increasing, allowing us to see more of the cos-
mos, it will always be limited. Since we cannot know all there is 
to know, we cannot build a theory of everything. We don’t even 
know what “everything” is! 

Th e historian of ideas Isaiah Berlin called the notion of ul-
timate explanations a “fallacy,” blaming it on the pre-Socratics. 
Th ere is a perennial darkness out there, beyond the circle of our 
current knowledge. And although this circle is always expand-
ing, so is the level of our ignorance. Imagine how much Galileo 
found he didn’t know when he pointed his telescope to the sky in 
1609; just as when van Leeuwenhoek looked through his micro-
scope only a few years earlier. In our times, think of all that the 
Hubble Space Telescope has revealed. Einstein was right when he 
wrote of how imperfect and limited our knowledge of nature is. 
And Berlin was right to condemn the rigidity of monistic ideals.

As we leave notions of mathematical perfection and fi nal 
unifi cation behind, what do we have left ? A universe that thrives 
on the imperfect, on the manifestation of asymmetries from par-
ticles to galaxies; a universe that is no less fascinating for not 
hiding a “mind of God.”

Th e argument doesn’t stop with fundamental physics. Life 
itself is only possible due to fundamental imperfections. Take, 
for example, the remarkable chirality, or handedness, of or-

ganic molecules. As Pasteur revealed more than 150 years ago, 
life seems to have a marked preference for molecules of specifi c 
spatial confi gurations. In modern times, we identify the amino 
acids that make up all proteins in living organisms as being “left -
handed,” while the sugars that form the backbone of RNA and 
DNA are identifi ed as being “right-handed.” Handedness here 
relates to how these molecules are able to rotate the polarization 
of light either to the left  or to the right, like the blades of a fan. 
Th e curious thing is that, when synthesized in the laboratory, 
these amino acids and sugars come out fi ft y-fi ft y. So, out of two 
choices, life picks only one. No one knows why, although there 
are many tantalizing ideas. Perhaps, as I suggested in a recent pa-
per, the choice of chirality depends on the complex interactions 
between the primitive organic chemistry and the early terrestrial 
environment of four billion years ago. Other life forms in other 
planets or moons may have opposite chirality to ours.

As life developed, it only survived because of genetic muta-
tions, themselves imperfections during the reproductive cycle. 
Life’s complexity, the transition from single-celled to multicel-
lular organisms, is an amazing feat of adaptability, of the sym-
biotic relationship between living creatures and Earth’s unique 
properties. As we look out at our neighbors in this solar system, 
we see barren worlds, most probably devoid of life. What about 
the rest of the galaxy or even the universe as a whole? Current re-
search indicates that simple life may not be so rare; but complex 
life, and, in particular, intelligent life, is a whole other story. Th e 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence program, known as SETI, 
is 50 years old, but no radio signal from an alien civilization has 
been detected. Furthermore, the distances are vast; with current 
technology, it would take us over 110,000 years to arrive at the 
nearest star, Alpha Centauri. So, even if there are other intelli-
gent life forms out there, we are, for all practical purposes, alone. 
Th is revelation should fi ll us with awe: we are how the universe 
thinks about itself. And for this reason, we have the moral obli-
gation to preserve life at all cost. Not bad for a species that has 
only a limited knowledge of reality.

Marcelo Gleiser is the Appleton Professor of Natural Philosophy 
and Professor of Physics and Astronomy at Dartmouth College. 
He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society and the recipient 
of the Presidential Fellow Award from the White House and the 
National Science Foundation, as well as several literary awards. 
He is the author of A Tear at the Edge of Creation: A Radical New 
Vision for Life in an Imperfect Universe (Free Press), published 
in April 2010.

Dark Matter Ring in Galaxy Cluster
CREDIT: NASA, ESA, M.J. JEE AND H. FORD

(JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY)
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M ore than half the world’s population now lives in cit-
ies, and the rate of urbanization is accelerating. Cities 
produce roughly 80 percent of greenhouse gas emis-

sions and are particularly vulnerable to climate change.
What could climate change mean for New Yorkers? Sea-level 

rise, more intense rain storms and storm surges, and resultant 
fl ooding that could cause contaminant leaching from wastewa-
ter treatment plants and sewer overfl ows. Flooding of airports, 
shipping port facilities, rail lines, subways, tunnels, highways, and 
utility corridors would impair our infrastructure. Longer, hotter, 
and more frequent heat waves that create thermal conditions 
which engineered structures were not designed to meet can boost 
demand for air conditioning, producing more power outages.

 Th e limited success of the December 2009 Copenhagen cli-
mate negotiations heightens the urgency of cities’ eff orts to miti-
gate and adapt to climate change. New York City has emerged as 
a global leader on this front. 

Th e foundation for New York’s initiatives is its ambitious 
long-term sustainability plan called PlaNYC 2030. Pursuant to 
the plan’s climate change strategy, in 2008 the Mayor formed 
a NYC Panel on Climate Change (NPCC) and a NYC Climate 
Change Adaptation Task Force. 

NPCC and the NYC Climate Change Adaptation Task Force 
comprise 40 city, state, and federal agencies, regional public au-
thorities, and private fi rms that operate, maintain, and regulate 
critical local infrastructure. Th e NPCC’s mandate is to provide 
climate change projections and tools that the Task Force and the 
City can use to fashion adaptation strategies to protect the city’s 
critical infrastructure. 

Together the two organizations built a knowledge base that 
will inform the design of a comprehensive adaptation program. 
Th e Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences has just pub-
lished this report, called Climate Change Adaptation in New York 
City: Building a Risk Management Response. 

At a daylong event held at the Academy on December 2, 
2009, the NPCC unveiled and summarized the path-breaking 
report. Th en stakeholders from the Task Force and City offi  cials 
off ered their perspectives. Th e audience posed questions and of-
fered comments. Together, scores of voices brought home the 

enormity of the challenges the City faces, and conveyed a power-
ful sense that historic change is under way. 

In opening remarks, Cristina Rumbaitis del Rio of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, which funds the NPCC, highlighted the 
signifi cance of the City’s eff orts. She said, ”New York is an im-
portant example to other cities across the globe and it shares its 
lessons learned widely.” Th is makes it even more important, of 
course, that New York City “get it right.” 

Th at evening, the NPCC and the Academy hosted an event 
titled “Cities as Solutions to Climate Change.” Rohit Aggarwa-
la, Director of the NYC Mayor’s Offi  ce of Long-term Planning 
and Sustainability, explained the City’s bold and pragmatic ap-
proach to climate change mitigation and adaptation. Aggarwala 
reminded us that New York is “already the most environmentally 
effi  cient economy and society in the United States.” Its carbon 
footprint is close to a third of the average American’s. 

Jeff rey Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute at Columbia 
University and Special Advisor to the Secretary General of the 
United Nations, has a global perspective. He brought it to bear 
at the Academy, praising New York City’s leadership on sustain-
ability and climate issues, and speculating that the new NYC 
Panel of Climate Change report “will be not only of enormous 
value to the city but a template for cities around the world.” 

Cities around the world are in peril, Sachs warned. Many are 
located near coasts and on rivers for trade and sustenance, “but 
those turn out to be very dangerous places in a world of climate 
change.” Yet people are streaming to the cities in unprecedented 
numbers as urbanization proceeds apace. More than half the 
world’s population is now urban.

Closer to home, in 17 years the U.S. Congress “has not voted 
one piece of legislation to mitigate or even to adapt to climate 
change,” Sachs said. Th at the U.S. now has a president who be-
lieves climate change is important is “a great breakthrough,” he 

Academy eBriefi ngs
eBriefi ngs are online multimedia reports documenting recent Academy events.

Find the new and noteworthy ones previewed here and more www.nyas.org/ebriefi ngs.

Creating Climate-
Resilient Cities
Progress in NYC and Beyond

See the full eBriefi ng at www.nyas.org/climatechange09.

On the Web
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acknowledged, but no feasible plan exists for reversing it. A re-
cent Pew survey found that one-third of Americans believe in 
human-induced climate change; two years ago roughly one-half 
did. Th at, along with powerful vested interests, is preventing po-
litical action, Sachs believes. 

But another, deeply troubling factor is at work, as well. It con-
cerns the role of science and society. Sachs charged that we’ve 
been living “in a society that is to a signifi cant extent not just 
unscientifi c but antiscientifi c. And we’re living in a very pecu-
liar time where that anti-science is aggressively manipulated 
by powerful organizations and powerful interests.” He pointed 
to Th e Wall Street Journal for publishing editorials that distort 
climate science, he charged. “Th ey’re not arguing about climate 
science; instead, they’re saying climate science is a global con-
spiracy driven by money-hungry scientists.” Th e Journal matters, 
he explained, because it has the largest circulation in the country 
and is read by the entire business community every day; it infl u-
ences lobbyists and Congress.

—Christine Van Lenten

Breaking Down Bipolar
New Models, New Directions

We all go through highs and lows, but in bipolar disorder, these 
swings become a terrifying rollercoaster. People with bipolar 
disorder—also known as manic depression—are unable to regu-
late mood, cycling between deep depressions and episodes of 
agitated mania.

Bipolar disorder is one of the most severe of the mood disor-
ders, suggested Rif S. El-Mallakh of the University of Louisville 
School of Medicine during the conference on the disorder held at 
the Academy on December 15, 2009. While manias can include 
euphoria, that rapturous experience is relatively uncommon. In-
stead, most of his patients are irritable, unstable, and hyperac-
tive during their manic phases. Episodes of depression tend to be 
more common and more long-lasting, and the lifetime likelihood 
of suicide attempts is high. “Th is is really, really a bad disease,” 
Mallakh said. “Th ese folks suff er.” 

Th e biology and cause of the illness remain unknown, al-
though ionic dysfunction is seen. Bipolar disorder also has a 
strong genetic component. Growing evidence now implicates 
disruptions in circadian rhythm in the disorder. In fact, the dis-
ease is likely caused by many genes, each with small eff ects, and 

manifests as the result of a gene-by-environment interaction, in 
which genes confer vulnerability or resistance. 

Treatment generally begins with lithium and other mood 
stabilizers, as well as anticonvulsants, antipsychotics, antidepres-
sants.  But the data are not promising – the mechanism of action 
of lithium is unclear and only 30 percent of patients stay well 
for more than two years, said Dan Widzowski of Astra Zeneca: 
“Th at’s not a great remission rate, we can defi nitely do better.” 

New research tools could point the way toward therapies that 
might address the pathophysiology of the disease rather than just 
treating symptoms. Th e symposium focused on the new tools in 
the pipeline that will generate better treatments for bipolar disor-
der. Along the way, speakers and participants discussed surpris-
ing insights and ideas about the disorder.

—Kathleen McGowan

The Metabolome
A Window on Cell Physiology and Portal to Understanding 
Complex Biological Systems, Diseases and Therapies

Th e convergence of important scientifi c advances has made it 
possible to develop the ’omics fi elds: genomics, proteomics, and 
now, metabolomics. Th ese disciplines aim to understand the full 
complement of genes, proteins, or, in the case of metabolomics, 
small molecule metabolites found in a cell, tissue, organ or or-
ganism. Until recently, genomics and proteomics have gotten 
all the attention, but there are many questions that these types 
of studies cannot answer. For these questions, it is necessary to 
turn to metabolomics, which seeks to answer many of the same 
questions as traditional biochemistry, but on a much larger scale.

Comprehensively identifying and quantitating all of the 
small molecules in a metabolome is not an easy task, however. 
Small molecule metabolites possess a much greater chemical di-
versity than nucleic acids or proteins, which are made up of a 
relatively small number of closely related building blocks. But 
over time, researchers have developed a number of experimental 
metabolomics platforms with which to comprehensively study 
small molecules. 

Most researchers use multiple techniques that complement 
one another, thus avoiding biases inherent in each method and 
gaining a more comprehensive view of the molecules present. 
Th ese methods must be very accurate, sensitive and reproduc-
ible because researchers are looking both for compounds that 
are expected to be present, and compounds that were previously 

See the full eBriefi ng at www.nyas.org/bipolar-disorder.
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3. An Untapped Resource: Exploring Uses for New York City’s 

Groundwater
4. To Regulate or Not to Regulate: Balancing Moral Hazard 

and Consumer Protection
5. Financing an Urban Future: Report from the Conference on 

Sustainable City Finance
6. Systems Biology Levels Up: Modeling Multi-scale Processes
7. Solar’s Softer Side: Advances in Organic Photovoltaic 

Materials
8. RECOMB Regulatory Genomics and Systems Biology 2009

unknown. Th e large amount of data generated by metabolomics 
projects has also entailed the development of new soft ware, sta-
tistical methods, and databases.

On January 20, 2010, six veteran metabolomics investigators de-
scribed their research at the Academy in a day-long meeting called 
Th e Metabolome: A Window on Cell Physiology and Portal to Un-
derstanding Complex Biological Systems, Diseases and Th erapies. 
Th eir work has begun to bear fruit in the form of new insights into 
the metabolism of human cells in both health and disease. 

Th e ultimate goal of these studies is to fi nd places where in-
terference with metabolic pathways might have a benefi cial ef-
fect by stopping disease processes, as well as to generate clues 
that might lead to earlier detection or more accurate diagnoses. 
It seems that biology has come full circle, returning to its roots, 
where the emphasis was on understanding the underlying bio-
chemistry of living processes. Now instead of working on one 
pathway at time, researchers are striving to understand the in-
teractions of hundreds of pathways and thousands of molecules.  

Th eir goals are to use metabolomic methods to test new-
borns for potentially debilitating disorders, to treat clinically-
diffi  cult syndromes like cancer, chronic pain and multiple scle-
rosis, to create individual metabolomic signatures of psychiatric, 
bacterial and viral diseases, provide information on individual 
variation in drug response that will lead to truly personalized 
medicine, and to enhance our knowledge of disease mecha-
nisms, ultimately leading to the development of more eff ective 
therapeutic interventions.

Th is symposium was supported by educational grants from 
Talecris Biotherapeutics, Center for Science and Education and 
Celgene Corporation. It was also supported by Agilent Technol-
ogies, Bristol-Myers Squibb R&D, and Umetrics.

—Megan Stephan

Electronic Health Records
Where Do We Go From Here?

Th e current pace of cost increases must be slowed down substan-
tially if our overall health care system is to survive and remain 
viable. One way to contain health care costs is to take control of 
the immense stream of health care data that is produced every 
year. Tracking data on patient care and resulting outcomes can 
identify areas where care is not delivered optimally, avoiding 
expenditures that are wasteful and unnecessary. With millions 
of patients and hundreds of thousands of health care providers 
involved, it is clear that a broad, uniformly implemented system 
of health care information technology (HIT) is needed.

A central component of HIT is the electronic health record 
(EHR), a computerized version of the familiar paper chart kept 

See the full eBriefi ng at www.nyas.org/ehr-10.
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for each patient. Collecting these records in an electronic form 
would allow patient care data to be centralized, standardized, 
and mined for information, improving care both for the indi-
vidual patient and for the population as a whole. As one of the 
largest health care payers, in the form of Medicare and Medicaid, 
the U.S. federal government is a strong proponent of EHRs. Th e 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 provided mil-
lions of dollars in stimulus funds for health care institutions to 
invest in designing and implementing HIT systems that will col-
lect, manage and facilitate sharing of EHRs between institutions.

On February 5, 2010, a cross section of researchers in this 
fi eld convened to compare notes on progress towards these high-
ly labor-intensive and far-reaching goals. Th e Center for Ad-
vanced Information Management at Columbia University and 
the New York Academy of Sciences presented a conference enti-
tled “Electronic Health Records: Where Do We Go From Here?” 
Th e conference brought together representatives from industry, 
academia, and government organizations to discuss their work 
towards the common goal of implementing EHRs in a broad, 
cost eff ective, and meaningful way.

While there is still a lot of work to do, there has been an im-
mense turn around for this fi eld, particularly since the advent 
of fi nancial incentives such as those provided by Th e American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. With the eff orts of these indi-
viduals and many others like them, it appears that at least one 
aspect of health care reform will come to fruition, although the 
timeline, and ultimate price tag, for these monumental eff orts 
are still uncertain.

Th is event was supported by the Life Technologies™ Foun-
dation, Columbia University Center for Advanced Information 
Management, Roche, Th e New York Presbyterian Hospital, NLP 
International Corporation, and Surgical Information Systems.

—Megan Stephan

11 33 44 66
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Member Memoir

M y interest in mathematics began when I was nine or 
ten years old. I liked to think about ideas and do math 
puzzles, and I noticed there was some structure of 

prediction. Later on I came to know this was called statistics, 
related to chance events. Th is ability to predict amazed me.

I was a late bloomer academically in the sense that I didn’t 
have any pressure to study when I was growing up. In college I 
got back into academics again and made a fresh start. I was able 
to attend Rice University in Houston, which at the time was like 
a scaled-down Caltech. I rediscovered my academic self there 
aft er being a quasi juvenile delinquent, running around working 
on hotrods!

Th ere’s an interesting theory that, among mathematicians for 
example, a person may discover they like mathematics and have 
a strong aptitude. Th ey get so involved in it that their personality 
development is arrested at that point. Th ey just stop caring about 
the fi ner points of their fi nishing, you might say. I’ve seen this in 
every one of my six children. Th ey’re like little mathematicians 
or little scientists, then for some reason that usually washes out. 
Th ey get interested in other things. For some of us, like me, it 
didn’t wash out.

Aft er receiving my BA from Rice in 1963, I received my 
doctorate in 1966 from Princeton, where I wrote my thesis on 
triangulating homotopy equivalences. Th is work became part 
of surgery theory, which describes a way of manipulating math-
ematical spaces called manifolds.

Almost everywhere you look, when you start to analyze a 
mathematical concept, it’s as if there’s this tightly woven Oriental 
rug covered by dried leaves. You sweep away the leaves, and you 
start fi nding out about it, and everywhere you look the beautiful 
tapestry is there to be uncovered. You can sweep anywhere and 
fi nd it underneath, with all sorts of fantastic structure. 

I was a member of the Institut des Hautes Études Scientifi ques 
in France from 1974 until 1997. IHES was modeled aft er the In-
stitute for Advanced Study in Princeton. It was a wonderful place 
for people like me who like to work on math all the time. I had 
no duties. I was given an offi  ce and a research environment with 
a library and a secretary. I had colleagues who were the best in 
the world, and I enjoyed the steady fl ow of visitors. I just worked 
on math. It was paradise.

While at IHES, I did some mentoring of people who had re-
cently received their PhDs or who were on sabbatical and fo-
cusing on their research. Th e atmosphere was wonderfully col-
legial. Our lunches would start at one o’clock and we’d sometimes 
still be sitting there until tea at four o’clock, writing ideas on the 
backs of napkins.

During that time, and due to the six-month academic year in 
France, I was able to take advantage of an off er for the Einstein 
Chair at the City University of New York Graduate Center in 
1981. So I split my time between IHES and CUNY until 1997. I 
would move to each place for about six months. When my fourth 
child was in fi rst grade, the back-and-forth schedule wasn’t ten-

byline rule

How Math is Like a 
Ladder to the Moon
by Dennis Sullivan, as told to Abigail Jeffries
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able, so I substituted my current position 
as professor at SUNY Stony Brook for the 
position at IHES.

Th e awards I have received have all 
meant a great deal, but the National 
Medal of Science in 2004 was special. At 
the White House we met George Lucas 
(which thrilled my 11-year-old son); the 

developer of the liver transplant which had saved the life of a 
relative one year before; and the inventor of the fi rst computer 
games, Simon and Pong. All of us were receiving either science 
or technical awards from President Bush.

Th e Wolf Prize in Mathematics this year was for Shing-Tung 
Yau’s work on curved spaces and for my work in algebraic to-
pology and conformal dynamics. Topology is an approach that 
allows one to ask scientifi c questions that are more qualitative 
in nature, such as whether or not a system would evolve and 
then come back to its original confi guration, or whether there 
are cycles, and if so how many. Th ese are questions that can be 
expressed in words, without formulae, and they oft en involve in-
tegers or whole numbers or counting. By moving from formulaic 
considerations, which turn out to be very complicated, to a place 
where you try to defi ne things in such a way that they can be 
counted, a problem becomes easier to understand.

You can study complicated spaces of many dimensions using 
algebraic topology. Th ink of the three-dimensional space we live 
in as a large hotel full of rooms, little boxes next to each other 
that fi ll up the entire space. Algebraic topology breaks down the 
hotel space we might otherwise think of as being continuous 
into all these little boxes put together. You can list these boxes on 
a computer or in your mind and give them names, and you can 
record how pairs of boxes relate to each other. If you give me the 
names of all the boxes and you tell me their relationships, then 
I can assign a purely algebraic description to each box and start 
applying algebraic topology to reconstruct many of the proper-
ties of the overall space.

We need discrete mathematical descriptions like these that 
can be inserted into a computer computation in an effi  cient way. 
Even though computers are very fast, it’s easy to generate prob-
lems that are much too big for them. If you’re trying to apply 
computers to study the fl ow of blood around the heart in the 
human body, this process is happening in space with a lot of little 
particles moving around. You cannot input an accurate assem-
blage of points and the way they all interact and ask a computer 
to compute that; it’s overwhelming.

In my work with conformal dynamics, I consider dynami-
cal systems (processes that evolve in time) in small dimensions 
to make them more manageable. Some processes are reversible, 

meaning that they 
can run backward 
and forward, but 
others, such as a 
fi re, are not. Th ese 
n o n - r e v e r s i b l e 
processes are more 
complex, but you 
can study them in very small dimensions. Th ey can be studied in 
discrete time to reveal a very interesting structure that’s beautiful 
and that can also be analyzed. In the world of conformal geom-
etry, you see the amazing fractal patterns of the Mandelbrot set, 
for example. It’s extremely interesting mathematically, and the 
incredible intricacy has an explanation via conformal dynamics.

I started studying this around 1980. Th ere were primitive 
computers then that could draw fi gures, and you could plot this 
out and see all sorts of fantastic patterns. Th en, we started try-
ing to prove things about them. You could observe them, but to 
prove them as math theorems required technology, new ideas, 
and research. Th at’s what I was working on at IHES. To draw a 
comparison to music, this structure is as breathtaking as if you 
had only known rhythmic drums and suddenly I show you Mo-
zart. It was totally unexpected that such an incredibly beautiful 
structure should be there in such a simple problem. 

Math is actually a very robust fi eld. Th ere are a lot of new 
ideas coming forth, and a lot of progress is being made. Yet in 
many ways we’re still at the beginning. Sometimes you use a 
problem as a North Star to guide you. You don’t actually solve 
it because it’s oft en not that tractable yet, but the fi rst steps you 
take to solve it lead you to other steps. You fi nd other things, 
other structures. It’s like building a ladder to the moon: you have 
to build the steps of the ladder, always moving out and up.

I expect many new developments in the next 15 years. Com-
plex data will be attacked with all of the tools available, and we 
will see ideas from physics gain in infl uence. New technologi-
cal developments have already impacted my work. Th e confor-
mal dynamics used computer computations to fi nd out what to 
prove. Th is was not really possible before 1980. 

We still need ways to do fl uid simulation, and this was point-
ed out at the White House event by George Lucas’ animators. For 
unsolved time-dependent processes like the motion of fl uids, I 
want to try to fi nd a few important parameters and then succes-
sively add information to build up a better and better picture—
and all of this using the methods of algebraic topology.

I want to keep working on this algebraic model of space and 
its geometry. Th at’s my goal in a nutshell, and I hope my work 
will be useful in the sense that people can apply it.
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Dennis P. Sullivan
Einstein Chair, PhD Program at the City 
University of New York, and Professor of 
Mathematics at the State University of New 
York, Stony Brook

Academy member since: 1984

Age: 69

PhD: Mathematics, Princeton University, 1965 

Awards: 1971 Oswald Veblen Prize in Geometry; 
1981 Élie Cartan Prix en Géométrie; 1994 King 
Faisal International Prize for Science; 2004 
National Medal of Science; 2006 AMS Steele 
Prize for Lifetime Achievement; 2010 Wolf Prize 
in Mathematics

Also enjoys: Spending time with his children and 
friends, preferably over a delicious meal; ideas, 
language, mysteries, nonfi ction, weavings, 
music, dancing, fi xing things with glue, and 
discovering new mathematical topics
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S urely you’ve noticed: Th e scientifi c community is undergoing a research-and-
data-sharing sea change. Perhaps slower to take to Web-based dissemination 
than some professions, science—the endeavor for which the World Wide Web 

was developed—has gradually been adopting new online methods for distributing 
knowledge. Some say the changes could accelerate scientifi c progress.

From open-access journals to research-review blogs, from collaboration by wiki 
to epidemiology by Blackberry, networked knowledge has made more science more 
accessible more quickly and to more people around the globe than could have been 
imagined 20 years ago.

And it’s not just new media businesses that are pioneering the Science 2.0 movement. 
Traditional scientifi c journals are part of this social evolution too, innovating ways to 
engage scientists online and enable global collaboration and conversation. Even the 
187-year-old Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences has joined the digital age. Th e 
Academy now permits free public access to selected online content and has digitized 
every volume dating back to 1823 (for more about changes to the Annals, see p. 19).

Th at wider, freer, faster access to scientifi c data and research results will benefi t the 
world is, to many, intuitively obvious. “We work on the assumption that the reason we 
publish is to keep science moving forward,” says Public Library of Science founder Har-
old Varmus. “If everybody can see the work that we do, and new work is built on what’s 
come before, science moves faster.”

Varmus is among a cadre of iconoclasts calling for immediate open access to scien-
tifi c papers. Th ey’re impatient for colleagues to give up their allegiance to the conven-
tional process that they say keeps new research under wraps for too long. And they’re 
eager for publishers to break out of business models that require a paid subscription to 
read the most current publications.

To be sure, some changes are easier advocated than adopted. Th e most esteemed 
peer-review journals have taken great leaps toward openness in the last decade. Some 
now help readers network with each other online or enable posting on their Web sites 
of commentary and conversations about scientifi c publications. Many make papers 
openly accessible aft er a certain time. But how to sustain a business that publishes peer-
vetted, high-quality content without requiring payment for access remains a hotly de-
bated question.

As Varmus himself points out, the essential importance of the scientifi c paper has 
a lot to do with why it’s not just for-profi t publishers, but scientists themselves who are 
moving toward open access with such caution. “Publication is not an addendum to, but 
the heart of the career of scientists,” he says. “Th e way you’ve built a legacy is through 
your publication—it’s the most important thing you do.” To give up the emotional re-
ward of seeing their research published in a distinguished journal is a lot to ask of 
scientists raised in this tradition.

Spreading Science 
Knowledge Far and W
byline ruleby Adrienne J. Burke

Conversations with Seven Science 2.0 Pioneers
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Seed Media Group CEO Adam Bly hints at how the up-and-
coming generation of scientists—the so-called “digital natives” 
who’ve never known a world without the Internet—might move 
science past the paid-access paper. Says Bly, “In a Seed research 
study, one scientist said to us, ‘Th e soul of your identity is on the 
Web, because it is your most direct form of communication out 
into the wide world. You have a great degree of control over how 
you present yourself, your ideas, and your fi ndings, and it’s fast, 
and it’s free.’”

For help considering whether the desire for open access con-
tradicts the value of peer evaluation, and envisioning what the fu-
ture of science publishing could look like, the New York Academy 
of Sciences Magazine spoke with Varmus, Bly, and fi ve other pio-
neers at the forefront of the Science 2.0 movement. Th ese experts 
in Web technology, publishing, law, and science have the vision 
and passion to change the future of the way you work. As Bly says, 
“Open science is not this maverick idea; it’s becoming reality.”

Harold Varmus

Co-founder and Chairman of the 
Board, Public Library of Science

 
Harold Varmus, a Nobel Laureate, 
President and CEO of Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 
and member of the Academy’s President’s Council, led the team 
of biomedical scientists who set out in October 2000 to liberate 
access to scientifi c research in their fi eld by petitioning publish-
ers to post peer-reviewed papers in free, public online archives. 
Varmus and his cohorts ultimately launched a nonprofi t open-
access publishing venture, which achieved fi nancial sustainabil-
ity this year. Th e Public Library of Science journals—there are 
now seven of them at www.plos.org—make scientifi c papers 
immediately available online, with no charges for access and no 
restrictions on subsequent redistribution or use, as long as the 
authors and source are cited, as specifi ed by the Creative Com-
mons Attribution License.

NYAS: Would you defi ne what you mean by “open access.”

Varmus: Some people think that if their content is online it’s 
“open access.” Th at’s not the case. “Public access” is what the Na-
tional Institutes of Health now operates under; if your work is 
supported by the NIH, then you must be sure that it’s available 
in less than a year on a public database like PubMed Central. 
Th at was a big victory for us, but it’s not anywhere near the goal.

True “open access” is diff erent from “public access.” It means 
that the author holds the copyrights, that the journal places the 
work immediately and freely in the public domain under a Cre-
ative Common license or something equivalent to it, and that 
the work is in public libraries and available for all kinds of rea-
sonable use, as long as attribution is maintained.

NYAS: Have scientists been slow to embrace submitting their 
work to open access journals?

Varmus: Th ere’s now pretty wide acceptance of Public Library of 
Science journals, but most of my colleagues are still tormented 
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by the need to publish in Nature, Cell, and Science, which are not 
open access journals. Th is is about much more than just pub-
lishing; it’s about values in the scientifi c academic community. 
Biomedical trainees are completely obsessed with the idea that 
they can’t get a job unless they publish papers in Nature, Cell, 
and Science. Th is is unfortunate, because those journals are go-
ing to be the last to go completely open access.

NYAS: PLoS is now publishing far more research than any of 
those journals, isn’t it?

Varmus: Yes. We publish over 600 articles a month. Th e only way 
you really can change the culture is to take on those top journals, 
so we decided we would publish two journals, PLoS Medicine 
and PLoS Biology, to compete with the very best. 

We’ve achieved a high level of credibility for PLoS Medicine 
and PLoS Biology. Th ey’re so-called high-impact journals. But to 
do that means rejecting a lot of articles, which gets expensive be-
cause of the costs of reviewing articles that do not get published. 
We aff ord those two journals because we make very modest 
amounts of money from other higher volume journals and we 
cover the cost of the whole enterprise by balancing things out.

NYAS: What about the importance of the impact factor in sci-
entifi c publishing?

Varmus: Th e impact factor is a completely fl awed metric and 
it’s a source of a lot of unhappiness in the scientifi c community. 
Evaluating someone’s scientifi c productivity by looking at the 
number of papers they published in journals with impact factors 
over a certain level is poisonous to the system. A couple of folks 
are acting as gatekeepers to the distribution of information, and 
this is a very bad system. It really slows progress by keeping ideas 
and experiments out of the public domain until reviewers have 
been satisfi ed and authors are allowed to get their paper into the 
journal that they feel will advance their career.

 
NYAS: What are some ways PLoS is taking knowledge-sharing 
to the next level?

Varmus: One of the most important developments is not par-
ticular to open access journals, and that is the addition of online 
commentary. Here’s our opportunity to make every article an oc-
casion for conversation and a way to have another kind of evalu-
ation. I can imagine search and promotion committees of the 
future spending more time looking at the kind of commentary 
that a paper has elicited than calculating impact-factor scores.

We’ve tried another experiment in the last few months called 
PLoS Currents. We’ve done this with one subject so far—infl u-
enza, a topic of great interest with a need for rapid publication. 
We invite people to post in PLoS Currents anything that can be 
looked at by a board of curators in 24 hours. Th e point is to get 
an article or an idea or a single result into the public domain 
quickly so people can build on it. Look at PLoS Currents: Infl u-
enza on our Web site and you’ll see it’s been quite a nice experi-
ment. Some postings look like full-fl edged articles, others look 
much more primitive, but most have anywhere from a few to 10 
or 20 commentaries attached to them. Th is is a way for scientists 
to get others to comment while they’re still working.

Information can also be aggregated and put together in very 
useful ways on sites that we’ve been calling Hubs, a project still 
in development. Th e idea is to try to wrest deeper ideas out of 
aggregated material without violation of copyright. We hope 
to create communities that migrate to these sites every day and 
then use them as platforms for fostering their fi eld. Th is is an-
other way to make science more energized.

NYAS: What would be one technical fi x you’d wish for right 
now to enable more sharing of science?

Varmus: We have problems about sharing in our community 
that are not very technical, and it’s important to keep those in 
mind. Getting people to share their reagents, their mice, their 
plasmids—there’s a problem. People seem to forget that they 
were paid by the government or by some charitable agency or 
an institution to do this work and that they don’t own it. Say you 
made a new transgenic mouse 10 years ago or even two years ago 
and somebody else wants it. You ought to give it to them, and 
you don’t need cloud computing to do that. Before we make all 
sharing digital, let’s remember that there are some simple things 
that refl ect community values that we don’t subscribe to with 
the kind of enthusiasm we should. Of course, we’d also like to 
see everyone publishing more papers in open-access journals, 
especially at PLoS!

Adam Bly

Founder & CEO,
Seed Media Group

 
Aft er a three-year stint research-
ing cancer at Canada’s National 
Research Council while still a 
teenager, Adam Bly set out to launch 
a magazine to cover “the 21st century scientifi c renaissance.” 
Five years later, his Seed Media Group has expanded beyond 
its glossy print fl agship, Seed, to launch several online products 
serving science, including: ScienceBlogs.com, a social media site 
reaching more than 2.5 million readers; ResearchBlogging.org, 
which aggregates and feeds to relevant journals blog conversa-
tions about the peer-reviewed research that they publish; and 
ScienceWide, a platform that aims to drive advertising dollars to 
support open-access science publications and other innovative 
online science tools. Bly’s company’s mantra: “We are inspired 
by the potential of science to improve the state of the world, and 
we make media and technology to help realize that potential.”  

NYAS: What do you mean when you say that science publish-
ing needs to adopt a digital core?

Bly: Science has gone digital. Open science is not this maverick 
idea; it’s becoming reality. About 35 percent of scientists are us-
ing things like blogs to consume and produce content. Th ere is 
an explosion of online tools and platforms available to scientists, 
ranging from Web 2.0 tools modifi ed or created for the scien-
tifi c world to Web sites that are doing amazing things with video, 
lab notebooks, and social networking. Th ere are thousands of 
scientifi c soft ware programs freely available online and tens of 
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How the Academy Has Modernized the Annals
There’s old media, and then there’s really old media. The Annals of 
the New York Academy of Sciences is the oldest continuously pub-
lished scientifi c serial in the U.S. Launched in 1823 as the Annals 
of the Lyceum of Natural History, the Annals has been published 
under its current name since 1879. Ranked among the most highly 
cited sources of general science literature, the Annals remains the 
Academy’s premier scholarly publication.

Last year, in partnership with Annals publisher Wiley Blackwell, 
the Academy completed digitizing every Annals issue dating back 
to the 19th century. And, since becoming the Annals Director and 
Executive Editor in January 2009, Douglas Braaten, who holds a 
PhD in virology, has implemented a series of changes that have 
planted the Annals fi rmly in the 21st century. Braaten says the 
digitized Annals library “provides a wealth 
of unique scientifi c information,” and he 
has focused on further improving the pub-
lication’s quality by having in-house PhDs 
vet content and by pushing more content 
through the peer-review process.

Traditionally, the Annals has offered 
subscribers and Academy members 
proceedings of scientifi c conferences and 
volumes featuring current research on spe-

cial topics in a variety of key disciplines. In 2008, the Academy in-
troduced topical volumes of in-depth reviews, surveying the most 
important advances in hot-topic areas such as addiction, cognitive 
neuroscience, immunology, ecology, and neurology.

Most recently, Braaten has overhauled 
production and modernized the format of 
Annals pages. And he has introduced a 
new type of content—online only meeting 
reports—intended to drive rapid publica-
tion of conference proceedings. Says 
Braaten, “Because they are concise, 
scholarly summaries of conferences, online 
meeting reports allow us to quickly present 
information from meetings we would not 
otherwise be able to cover.” Braaten has made many of the meet-
ing reports freely available to anyone to read, use, and cite without 
a subscription at any time. And like all Annals content, online-only 
meeting reports are indexed in PubMed and Google Scholar.

Primarily focused in biomedicine and biology, the Annals’ 
scope extends to fi elds such as astronomy, psychology, anthropol-
ogy, and philosophy. Says Braaten, “The Annals is unique because 
it provides such good science in so many different fi elds.” —AJB

millions of science, technology, and math journal articles online. 
What’s missing is the vision and infrastructure to bring together 
all of the various changes and new players across this Science 2.0 
landscape so that it’s simple, scalable, and sustainable—so that it 
makes research better.

NYAS: How will that happen?

Bly: To aff ect this kind of change is a grand challenge and will 
take the participation of many stakeholders—from government 
agencies to funding bodies to scientists themselves. Th e next 
generation of PIs is already establishing new behaviors. Th ey feel 
comfortable blogging, using social media tools, and using wikis 
to advance their research. It will take the big institutions to sup-
port open-access journals, for example. And it will take techno-
logical innovation in the form of soft ware that is purpose-built 
for this unique community and its set of challenges. Th e culture 
of science resists change to science itself, and it’s important that 
it does. Part of that is practical: nobody sets rules for all of sci-
ence. So it might take 10 or 20 years or more to eff ect a complete 
transformation. We’re talking about something as fundamental 
and important as modernizing the architecture of science. 

NYAS: What are some ways your company is contributing to 
this transformation?

Bly: We’re listening to scientists and introducing soft ware and 
digital and social media platforms to help spur and support this 

transformation. Any scientist who blogs anywhere can now go 
onto ResearchBlogging.org and download free soft ware that 
we’ve built that allows them to easily affi  x to a post the digital 
object identifi er (DOI) of the scientifi c paper they’re blogging 
about along with some metadata. We’re aggregating all of the 
conversations that are happening around that specifi c paper, 
and, through ResearchBlogging Connect, feeding the conversa-
tions back to scientists and journals in the form of widgets and 
RSS feeds. Now, when you’re reading the paper online, you see a 
feed of blog posts associated with that paper coming from across 
the Web. So in this example, we’re tackling post-publication 
peer-review and working to connect analog to digital in a way 
that’s seamless and useful to the scientist.

NYAS: It sounds like you could have a new way of measuring 
a paper’s impact.

Bly: Th ere are a lot of people trying to bring forth some new 
ideas about how to create more dynamic indicators. Th ere are 
people merging scientometrics with data visualization, and 
there’s amazing work being done at universities around the 
world to develop new ways of measuring scientifi c progress. One 
thing we’re really interested in at Seed is whether blogs and the 
conversations we’re now organizing can serve in any way as an 
indicator of the momentum of scientifi c ideas. Technology can 
aff ord us more dynamic intelligence and useful knowledge.
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James Boyle

Founding Member, Board of 
Directors, Creative Commons

James Boyle is a widely pub-
lished leader of the global dis-
cussion about the ways that cur-

rent copyright, patent, and trademark laws stand in the way of 
innovation by interfering with access to information that is in 
the public domain. He was one of the original board members of 
Creative Commons, which works to facilitate the free availability 
of art, scholarship, and cultural materials by developing licenses 
that individuals and institutions can attach to their work. And he 
was a co-founder of Science Commons, which aims to expand 
the Creative Commons mission into the realm of scientifi c and 
technical data. In 2000 he joined the faculty at Duke Univer-
sity, where he is William Neal Reynolds Professor of Law and 
co-founder of the Center for the Study of the Public Domain. He 
is also a board member of the Public Library of Science.

NYAS: What do you see as the current problem with access to 
science knowledge?

Boyle: Science knowledge generation has gone digital, but our 
method of knowledge processing is still analog. Most scientifi c 
literature is behind pay walls. You may be able to fi nd it with 
Google, but you probably can’t read it. Th at’s Science 1.0: You 
don’t have access unless you’re sitting in a great research uni-
versity where it’s free, and you certainly can’t send a robot to 
crawl the literature to create a mini index of all the articles, and 
cross index them and see whether, for example, a particular gene 
known by multiple names is referenced by them.

NYAS: Is the prestige attached to publishing with closed jour-
nals part of the problem? 

Boyle: Right now, if your article gets into Nature or Science it’s a 
big help in getting tenure and grants and retaining grad students. 
Th at’s important—we should encourage people to publish. But 
perhaps we could refi ne the incentives so that you get more of a 
bump for publishing openly. I would like to see people’s resumes 
say when their database has been downloaded more than 1,000 
times. You want the prestige economy to reward the pro-social 
behavior, not the anti-social behavior.

NYAS: So, how can incentives be changed?

Boyle: When you’ve got centrally funded science, it should be 
a pretty easy cascade to start. Th e funders get much more bang 
for their buck if they do this. You’re actually saving the public 
money and increasing the yield of every research dollar.  

Once the idea can be explained to people, it makes an enor-
mous amount of sense. I tell scientists, “Th ere are a billion peo-
ple connected to the, the Web. At least one of them has a smarter 
idea about what to do with your data than you do.”

Th eir fi rst take, though, is “Oh, great. You’re going to force 
me to annotate my data, and put everything out there. You’re go-
ing to troll it and publish ahead of me. I’m going to get no credit, 

I’m not going to get tenure, and I’m going to end up living un-
der a Dumpster. And you’re going to win the Nobel Prize.” Th at 
mindset is the big obstacle.    

We need funders to say that a condition for the funding is data 
deposit in an open, accessible format. Th at’s beginning to hap-
pen—the public-access mandate from NIH is beginning to make 
the literature openly available. But we’re just at the beginning.

NYAS: Beyond social/cultural issues, what else needs to change?

Boyle: Nobody ever wants to fund infrastructure because it’s 
boring, but enabling Science 2.0 is the Eisenhower freeway sys-
tem of the mind. And then we need to get past the legal restric-
tions so that we can have technologies that troll for data, make 
sense of it, and import it mechanically. 

NYAS:  How is Science Commons addressing those issues?

Boyle: We’re sort of the public interest lawyer to the sciences. Say 
you want to use a database which was generated in Europe. We 
come up with a data protocol, a legal tool, which says “this gets 
your data free to the greatest extent possible in every jurisdiction 
in the world that we have lawyers in” (and we have lawyers pretty 
much everywhere, because a lot of really smart lawyers have vol-
unteered to produce this high-quality tool). 

We’re also attempting to show people what it might look like 
if you could wire together all this open stuff . We have a project 
called the Neuro Commons which is putting all the publicly avail-
able neurological literature and open databases together in a vast, 
open network that anyone can download, use, or build upon.

We’ve had high-throughput arrays, robotization, in silico 
studies, genetic sequencing, and the personal genome. All of 
these were supposed to catapult us off  into a scientifi c revolu-
tion, but didn’t. It reminds me of what people were saying about 
the personal computer in 1985: “Th is thing’s just a paperweight. 
What does it do for me?” Th e answer was, “Nothing until it’s 
wired together with all of the other ones.” Th en suddenly you 
can’t imagine being without it.

Anurag Acharya

Founding Engineer, Google Scholar

Computer scientist Anurag Acharya and colleague Alex Verstak 
were onto something big when they took a break from build-
ing the Google Web index to focus on improving the rankings 
of scholarly articles within Google searches. Th e result of their 
sabbatical was Google Scholar beta. Th e specialized section of 
the larger Google search engine, which was launched in late 
2004 and is now managed by a team of four people, has been 
transformational for enabling people to get their hands on all 
the world’s scholarly publications from their desktop. Acharya 
says the goal of Google Scholar is simple: a resource for anyone 
to fi nd all scholarly literature across all disciplines, languages, 
and time periods.

NYAS: Did your interest in creating Google Scholar stem 
from a need you saw in your own academic experience? 
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Acharya: It was an experience I had as an undergraduate back in 
India. I grew up on the Indian Institute of Technology campus in 
Kharagpur. My uncle was a faculty member, and doing research 
was what the cool people did, at least in my head. I thought you 
did some work and you wrote it up and you sent it for publica-
tion, because that’s what people do. You go to the library, you 
look up citations, you follow references, and you learn what you 
can. If the papers don’t exist in your library, you write letters 
to people—this is 1985—and some fraction of them send you 
back their reprints. You send your own paper out for publica-
tion, and the reviews from the U.S. come back saying, “Th is is all 
very smart stuff , but you’re making this key assumption that is 
four years out of date.” So you’ve gone through all this eff ort and 
ultimately what you have done is not relevant because you didn’t 
know what was already being done.

With Google Scholar, fi rst and foremost we make it possible 
for you to fi nd the literature. Whether you can read it is a more 
complicated problem, but if you don’t know it exists, you have 
no hope.

NYAS: Has it been diffi  cult to persuade publishers to permit 
you to index their paid-subscription content?

Acharya: Oh, yes. I started talking to publishers in 2001. We’re 
now indexing all the major publications, publishers, and societ-
ies, but it was a slow process. Initially the scholarly publishers 

didn’t believe that scholars used a lowly thing like a search engine. 
I’m serious. I had to convince people that researchers do use this. 
It was a mindset that search engines are used for casual things 
and not for real research. Th e attitudes really have changed.

NYAS: If you could have some problem solved immediately, 
what would that be?

Acharya: If I had one silver bullet I would apply it to translation. 
We index papers in every language that has any signifi cant num-
ber of papers. We have a feature that allows you to fi nd related 
articles, and relatedness can jump across language. All of this is 
trying to facilitate discovery. 

A Google group has been working on a translation feature 
for many years now. Th ere are groups that are using it to point to 
open-access journals and outside the English-speaking countries 
to make it possible for people to read papers that are not origi-
nally in English. Translation could open up the space to a popu-
lation that previously we have not had an opportunity to reach.

Timo Hannay

Publishing Director, Web 
Publishing, Nature Publishing 
Group
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A doctor of neurophysiology based in London, Timo Hannay 
manages Nature.com, Naturejobs.com, Natureevents.com, Na-
ture Methods and Nature Protocols. He is coorganizer of Science 
Foo Camp, an annual interdisciplinary scientifi c “unconfer-
ence” at Google headquarters. And he was a contributor to Th e 
Fourth Paradigm: Data Intensive Scientifi c Discovery, a collection 
of essays that envision the future of discovery based on data-
intensive science. In the “interests” fi eld on his Nature Network 
profi le, Hannay lists just one: “Making the most of the Web in 
scientifi c communication.”

NYAS: You have called the Web “the ultimate global collab-
orative medium” and science “the ultimate global collabora-
tive pursuit.”

Hannay: Yes, that’s one of the reasons why I decided to work on 
the Web in science. Tim Berners-Lee originally considered the 
Web a scientifi c communication means. But, ironically it hasn’t 
been scientists and the research community pushing the Web to 
its limits. It’s my job to try and make the Web more useful as a 
scientifi c communication medium.  

Th e volume of data is important and has profound implica-
tions, but an even more profound change will be if it’s all linked 
together. It’s going to be messy. We’re going to be using tags and 
microformats and ontologies and links and all sorts of strate-
gies. But one way or another we’re integrating this data more and 
more. It’s not the volume of data, it’s the interconnectedness of it 
that’s critical in my mind.

NYAS: Some would say that one of the obstacles to connecting 
scientifi c data is the traditional method of scientifi c publish-
ing that doesn’t permit open access to research.

Hannay: Th e fundamental issue is that the unit of contribution 
to the scientifi c knowledge base has become the paper. Journals 
grew up as a means for scientists to be able to share their discov-
eries and ideas. Th e incentive for doing so was that by publishing 
in journals their contributions would be recognized by citation 
and other means. So you have this pact: be open with your ideas 
and share them through journals and you will get credit.  

Publishing in peer-review journals is no bad thing. I work 
for a company whose main business is publishing peer-review 
journals. Th ey’re useful. However, we need to move beyond the 
view that peer-review publications are the only kinds of signifi -
cant contributions that scientists make to the research process. 
A classic example would be genome sequences. Large teams of 
scientists put enormous amounts of eff ort into providing ge-
nome sequences. Fundamentally, their contribution is making 
that data available to other scientists to draw insights from it. 
Th ey can also provide reagents and materials to other scientists, 
or they can provide soft ware and code and algorithms. 

Th ere are all kinds of ways in which scientists can contribute 
to the global endeavor. And yet one type of contribution, the 
peer-reviewed publication, has priority over all the others in the 
way that it’s measured and in the way that credit is assigned. Th e 
incentive structure has not caught up with what we really want 
scientists to do. We do want them to be able to share their ideas 

and their data and their reagents and so forth as well as publish 
traditional peer-review research reports.  

At Nature Publishing Group we try to be open to new ideas 
and try them out. From making tagging of scientifi c information 
possible to things like Nature Network and Nature Precedings 
which are venues for scientists to be able to share information 
with one another more informally and more immediately than 
they could through a scientifi c journal. Some things worked well 
and some didn’t, but that’s the nature of trying to understand a 
new medium and how it can be harnessed to best eff ect. I think 
the only way to eff ect change is by the funders, publishers, the 
scientists all working together.

John Wilbanks

Executive Director, 
Science Commons

John Wilbanks was named one of 
“50 visionaries who are chang-
ing your world” by the Utne 
Reader, and a “Revolutionary Mind of 2008” by 
Seed Magazine. He writes the Common Knowledge blog on Sci-
ence Blogs, and is known simply as Wilbanks on Twitter. As VP 
for Science at Creative Commons, he runs Science Commons 
from an offi  ce at MIT. Wilbanks joined Creative Commons from 
a Fellowship at the World Wide Web Consortium in Semantic 
Web for Life Sciences. Previously, he founded and led to acquisi-
tion the bioinformatics company Incellico. 

NYAS: How is Science Commons diff erent from Creative 
Commons?

Wilbanks: Th e primary way that we convey scientifi c knowledge 
is to compress it down into text and distribute that through a 
journal. But with the Internet we can now distribute a lot of the 
tools, data, stem cells, and so forth that used to simply be de-
scribed in the paper. Making data useful to people who didn’t 
generate it is the most important problem, and it requires an 
enormous investment of time, infrastructure, curation, data 
standards, standard formats, and giant computers that can store 
it. If you add the law to that complexity, you have what we would 
call an NP-hard problem. Unsolvable.

When we got into this, we thought that the way we license 
soft ware or literature was going to be the solution—that a Cre-
ative Commons license would take care of the problem. But data 
is much more foundational than literature or soft ware and it’s 
more like the Web than it is like soft ware. In other words, we all 
take soft ware and run it, but the human genome is the knowl-
edge equivalent of the Internet—it’s the common language of 
biotech, and if that foundational architecture imposed down-
stream restrictions it would really screw things up.

Th e genome being in the public domain was much better 
than the genome being licensed. Imagine if every time a distrib-
uted annotation server ran across the genome it had to attribute 
whoever put that piece of genome online? 

What we use instead of the law there is citation. You know 
that if someone published the fi rst paper about that piece of the 
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genome, when you write your paper you should add a citation 
to it. Citation norms scaled much better than the legal aspect of 
licensing. So we stopped working on licensing for data and we 
started working on public domain pools for data. We worked on 
a tool called CC0—Creative Commons zero—which is a legal 
tool that achieves a legal status that is similar to the public do-
main. Th e idea is to waive the rights that are associated with data. 

Let’s say you and I try to generate something like the genome 
now. If we had the money, we could sequence both of our ge-
nomes in a couple of days. But there are little bits of copyright 
that stick around data when you put them into a database in the 
U.S. Th ey attach not to the data itself, but to the look and feel and 
the structure of the database. It’s unclear to many people where 
those rights stop and start, so the fi rst thing CC0 does is waive 
those elements.  

If we want to have that data be interoperable with the public 
genome, we have to get rid of the database rights and the copy-
rightable pieces of it. Th e second thing CC0 does is get rid of 
those database rights. If we can make things legally interoper-
able, then the only problems we leave are the monstrously com-
plicated technical and semantic ones.  

So we wrote the Science Commons Protocol for Implement-
ing Open Access Data. Th e fi rst two requirements are: waive 
your intellectual property rights to the extent they exist, and 
don’t put a contract on your data. Th e third requirement is to re-
quest behavior through norms, not through the law. Th at’s about 
using citation, not attribution. In science, citation scales in a way 
that attribution doesn’t, because attribution is tied to this very 
old way of thinking about copyrightable object as opposed to 
massive data structures. 

NYAS: What would be one change you’d put at the top of your 
wish list?

Wilbanks: It would be for the various funding agencies to put 
meaningful requirements or evaluation systems in place for 
sharing data and tools, not just papers. Right now, there’s no 
incentive to go through the eff ort of curating, annotating, and 
posting your data. Th e biggest thing the NIH could do would be 
to begin looking at a two-pronged mandate, similar to the open-
access literature mandate, and provide minimum requirements 
for sharing data that you generate.

Th at would create incentives for researchers to get their data 
online and share their tools and it would create an environment 
where some of the startups can have success. In the absence of 
putting some teeth behind those requirements, all we’re going to 
see is an increase in the number of PDFs deposited, and I don’t 
think that revolutionizes scholarly communication.

Stewart Wills

Online Editor, Science

On his Twitter profi le, Stewart 
Wills describes himself as the 
“aging online editor of a sci-
entifi c journal, trying to stay 
young in 140 characters or less.” 

An earlier adopter than many a “digital native,” he’s been Tweet-
ing diligently, usually several times a day, since June 2008 about 
all things science and media. In 2000, when he completed a PhD 
in geological sciences at Columbia University, Wills joined Sci-
ence. His principal goal at present, he says (via his Linked In pro-
fi le), is, “Keeping the Science site moving forward, to provide the 
best possible value and utility to users, the scientifi c community, 
and the public.”

NYAS: How is your publication responding to the move of sci-
ence onto the Web? 

Wills: At Science we pay a lot of attention to how the digital na-
tives are changing everything. We have a set of users with new 
expectations, new assumptions, new ways of learning that we in 
publishing need to fi gure out how to address. As an editor work-
ing with a scientifi c publication, I have an interest in making 
our content as available as possible and serving the community 
as well as possible. Whatever the business models we’re dealing 
with, we have to fi nd a way to serve the community on this.

Moreso than the general population, scientists are do-it-
yourselfers. If there’s a tool available, they fi gure out how to use 
it. Th e Web is one huge, highly fl exible tool. Certain groups of 
scientists are in there using open notebook science and open 
wetware and various things like that to do their jobs. Th ey are 
exploring new ways of doing science. For that reason, we in-
creasingly hear the community’s need not just for open access 
but for open science—for open data. 

NYAS: How are you changing the way Science makes research 
and data available?  

Wills: Th e data supporting the papers has always been free on 
our Web site, and Science has had full text on the Web since 
1996. Now we’re doing some of the more obvious things to im-
prove the syndication of research results—RSS feeds, Twitter, 
and Facebook. We’re active on these social channels because 
that’s where the users are having conversations. It’s a way to cap-
ture some of the conversation around our content. And we are 
experimenting with adding diff erent kinds of content, such as a 
pilot with the Journal of Visualized Experiments to create video 
methods to go along with certain papers.  

NYAS: Would you say that scientists who aren’t on Facebook 
or following Twitter are at a competitive disadvantage?

Wills: Th at’s an interesting question and I’ll answer it this way: 
It’s going to depend on the network that you’re following. I heard 
Cameron Neylon, a senior scientist with the U.K.’s Science and 
Technology Facilities Council, speak at a conference recently. He 
fi lters his content through a tool called FriendFeed. It’s the most 
sophisticated use of tools like Twitter or Facebook to deal with 
the information glut: a collection of friends he trusts helps him 
with discovery by fi ltering papers that are of interest to him. It’s 
a certain kind of peer review.
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Book Excerpt

A A strange fact about the relation between supersymmetry 
and Large-Hadron-Collider physics is that the main in-
gredients were approximately in place 20 years ago or 

more. Th ere have certainly been advances in the past two de-
cades, both theoretical and experimental. Th e top quark was a 
big discovery, although it was long anticipated. Th e non-discov-
ery of the Higgs boson constrains models of supersymmetry in 
interesting ways. Th eoretical understanding of supersymmetry 
has deepened considerably, and the range of possible manifesta-
tions of supersymmetry at the Large Hadron Collider has been 
explored much better than it was in the late 1980s. But these 
advances have been in some sense incremental. Especially now, 
with the LHC about to start generating data, one has the sense 
of the whole fi eld holding its breath. But it’s been holding its 
breath a little too long. Supersymmetry is so entrancing that it 
has survived literally decades of non-discovery without losing 
its place as the main hope. Alternative theories tend to get cali-
brated against supersymmetry to such an extent that they start 
resembling supersymmetry.

Recently, a wholly diff erent route to connecting string theory 
to the real world has been developed. On the string theory side, 
it is based on the gauge/string duality. On the real world side, it 
relates to heavy ion collisions. In such collisions, temperature 
and density rise so high that protons and neutrons melt into a 
fl uid called the quark-gluon plasma, or QGP. Th ere are ways of 
understanding this melted fl uid that have nothing to do with 
string theory. Th e right way to characterize the aim of the fi eld 
is to make string theory one of several quantitatively useful tools 
for describing the QGP.

Th is is clearly a less loft y aim than to produce a theory of 
everything and reveal the ultimate structure of the physical uni-
verse. But, at present, the putative connection of string theory to 
heavy ion physics has two charming features that are missing in 
the theory-of-everything side of string theory.

First, the intellectual content on the string theory side is 
fi rmly rooted in string dynamics and the gauge/string duality. 
Th is is a more direct access to string theory itself than most 
theory-of-everything scenarios are likely to off er. Th at’s because 
connections between string theory and LHC physics are mostly 
mediated through supersymmetry and the low-energy limit of 
string theory, where all but the lightest string states drop out of 
the physics. Second, string theory calculations have already been 
compared to experimental data, with some degree of success. 
Caution is still very much in order, and there are signifi cant cri-
tiques and disagreements about how and whether string theory 

relates to heavy ion collisions. Neverthe-
less, this fi eld is producing the closest 
contact to date between modern string 
theory and experimental physics.

Reprinted with permission from Th e Little 
Book of String Th eory, by Steven S. Gub-
ser, a non-technical account of string theo-
ry and its applications to collider physics. 
Published by Princeton University Press in 
April 2010. 

Heavy Ions and
The Fifth Dimension
Princeton Physics Professor and Academy 
Blavatnik Prize winner Steven Gubser attempts to 
connect string theory to the real world.
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For further details on meetings and conferences,
visit our calendar at www.nyas.org/events.

Academy Calendar

Th u, Apr 15 • 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
SESAME: Synchrotron-light for 
Experimental Science and Applications 
in the Middle East
Th e Academy’s Lyceum Society presents Her-
man Winnick (Stanford Synchrotron Radia-
tion Lab). Th e Lyceum Society is comprised 
of the Academy’s retired and semi-retired 
members. All Academy members are wel-
come. All Lyceum meetings (except Decem-
ber) are brown bag lunches. Brown bag: 11:30 
am; Brief-Brief: 12:45pm; Lecture & Discus-
sion: 1:00pm to 3:00pm.

Th u, Apr 15 • 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Green Buildings Solutions: What’s 
Working? Post Occupancy Evaluation
Stefan Plesser (Technical University Braun-
schweig) and Don Winston (Durst Organi-
zation) speak at this meeting sponsored by 
the Academy’s Green Buildings Discussion 
Group. As the third event in the series “Green 
Building Solutions: What’s Working?” this 
panel will feature experts on evaluating build-
ing performance.

Fri, Apr 23 •  7:45 AM – 6:00 PM
Risk-Benefi t Considerations in Drug 
Regulatory Decision Making
Janet Woodcock (Food and Drug Adminis-
tration) is the keynote speaker at this confer-
ence presented by the FDA and the Academy 
focused on a formalized, systematic approach 
for assessing drug risks and benefi ts in the 
context of regulatory decisions about which 
drugs should come to market. Will include 
discussion of ways to improve the transpar-
ency and communication of FDA decisions to 
the general public.

Mon, Apr 26 •  5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Improving Memory and Recall: The 
Archives of the History of Psychology
Th e Academy’s Psychology Section presents 
David B. Baker (Archives of the History of 
American Psychology).

Tue, Apr 27 • 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Unmet Needs in Pain Therapeutics: 
Neuropathic Pain and Fibromyalgia
Th e Academy’s Biochemical Pharmacology 
Discussion Group presents a symposium 
addressing clinical applications and new pain 
mechanisms for the treatment of chronic pain 
syndromes, and provides an update on the prog-
ress and barriers to developing eff ective preclini-
cal models of pain, in particular fi bromyalgia.

Tue, May 11 • 6:30 AM – 8:00 PM
Survival of the Prettiest: Evolution, 
Beauty, and Human Happiness
Th e Academy’s Science & the City program 
presents Harvard Medical School psycholo-
gist Nancy Etcoff , author of Survival of the 
Prettiest: Th e Science of Beauty, as she shares 
her latest research and thoughts on human 
beauty and its connection to happiness.

Th u, May 13 • 8:30 AM – 5:00 PM
Mitochondrial Function as a 
Therapeutic Target for Alzheimer’s 
Disease
Th e Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation, 
the Brain Dysfunction Discussion Group, 
and the Academy host a critical discussion of 
potential drug therapeutics for mitochondrial 
dysfunction in Alzheimer’s disease.

May 14 – 15
Fourth Annual Symposium on 
Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis and 
Gadolinium-based Contrast Agents
Th e Yale School of Medicine and the Acade-
my present expert scientists and physicians in 
nephrology, radiology, rheumatology, derma-
tology, and pathology for a CME-accredited 
meeting to discuss this rare disease.

Tue May 18 • 6:00 PM – 7:30 PM
The Microbiome and Disease
Jeff rey I. Gordon (Washington University 
School of Medicine) and Ramnik Xavier 
(Massachusetts General Hospital) speak at 
this meeting presented by the Academy’s 
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Microbiol-
ogy Discussion Group to explore the microbi-
ome and its role in various diseases.

May 19 – 21 • Barcelona, Spain
Towards Personalized Cancer Medicine
J. Michael Bishop (Th e G.W. Hooper Re-
search Foundation, University of California, 
San Francisco) is the keynote speaker at 
this conference presented by the Academy, 
Talència, and Fundació la Caixa to discuss 
advancements, challenges, and future steps 
in research leading to an individualized un-
derstanding of cancer and its translation into 
personalized clinical care.

Wed, May 19 • 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
HIV/AIDS: Vaccines and Alternate 
Strategies for Treatment and 
Prevention
Th e Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise and the 
Academy’s Vaccine Science Discussion Group 
hosts a symposium tackling the challenges 
of developing a vaccine against HIV / AIDS 
infection, including genetic diversity of the 
virus and predictive models of infection and 
exploring other mechanisms to reduce HIV 
transmission.

Wed, May 19 • 7:00 PM – 8:30 PM
How Prosperity Evolves: An Evening 
with Matt Ridley
Th e Academy’s Science & the City program 
presents the noted science journalist and zo-
ologist Matt Ridley for a talk about optimism, 
human progress, and prosperity based on his 
new book, Th e Rational Optimist.

Th u, May 20 • 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
The Science of Oriental Watercolors
Th e Academy’s Lyceum Society presents 
Lynne Vergano. Th e Lyceum Society is 
comprised of the Academy’s retired and semi-
retired members. All Academy members 
are welcome. All Lyceum meetings (except 
December) are brown bag lunches. Brown 
bag: 11:30 am; Brief-Brief: 12:45pm; Lecture 
& Discussion: 1:00pm to 3:00pm.

Mon, May 24 • 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
A Re-examination of 2009 H1N1
Th e Academy’s Emerging Infectious Diseases 
& Microbiology Discussion Group presents 
a symposium on infl uenza viruses such as 
H1N1 that continue to pose a major global 
public health problem. Understanding their 
pathogenicity and transmission is crucial. Th is 
symposium will revisit the 2009 outbreak and 
examine strategies against future outbreaks.

Tue, May 25 • 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Estrogen Receptor Signaling in the 
Brain: A Trip Down Memory Lane
Th e Academy’s Biochemical Pharmacology 
Discussion Group presents a meeting explor-
ing how estrogens play a role in memory 
processes, yet molecular mechanisms and the 
role of estrogen receptors remain unclear. Th e 
meeting will discuss estrogen signaling for 
memory formation and advances in dissect-
ing out the pathways underlying these eff ects.

April May
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 » DATES, TIMES, AND TOPICS OF 
EVENTS LISTED HERE ARE SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE. For up-to-date 
information, including ticket prices, 
please visit our online calendar at 
www.nyas.org/events. 

 » Registration is required for most and 
strongly encouraged for all events. To 
register to attend an event, please use 
the Academy events calendar online at 
www.nyas.org/events or contact the 
meetings department at 212.298.3725 or 
nymeetings@nyas.org.

 » Unless noted otherwise, 
Academy events are held at:
The New York Academy of Sciences
7 World Trade Center
250 Greenwich St at Barclay, 40th Fl
New York, NY 10007

» Photo ID is required for entry.

Meetings Policy

Tue, Jun 8 • 4:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Chemical Biology Discussion Group 
Year-End Meeting
Bill Jorgensen (Yale University) is the keynote 
speaker at this meeting presented by the 
Chemical Biology Discussion Group and the 
New York Chapter of the American Chemical 
Society.

Th u, Jun 10 • 5:00 PM – 7:30 PM
A Look at the Tools and Comparative 
Approaches of Systems Biology
Th e Academy’s Systems Biology Discussion 
Group presents speakers Mark Gerstein (Yale 
University), Avi Ma’ayan (Mount Sinai School 
of Medicine), and Stefano Monti (Th e Broad 
Institute) explaining how systems biology tools 
such as modeling, algorithms, and machine-
learning techniques are used to unravel the 
complexity of regulatory networks, analyze ge-
nomics data, perform integrative surveys and 
mine protein and gene regulatory networks.

Fri, Jun 11 • 7:30 AM – 6:30 PM
Probiotics: From Bench to Market
Dannon and the Academy present a meeting 
exploring how an increased understanding of 
mechanisms and eff ects of probiotic activ-
ity will enable scientists to develop probiotic 
products to improve nutrition, treat diseases, 
or deliver vaccines.

Sat, Jun 12 • 8:15 AM – 3:30 PM
Probiotic Foods and Supplements: The 
Science and Regulations of Labeling
Th e U.S. Food and Drug Administration, U.S. 
Offi  ce of Dietary Supplements at the National 
Institutes of Health, and the Academy present 
a symposium to facilitate the exchange of 
ideas regarding labeling and substantiation 
of claims for probiotics and discuss ways to 
translate and communicate research results 
in a trustful way to the consumer and health 
professionals.

Th u, Jun 17 • 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Ways of Knowing in Newtonian, 
Contemporary, and Future Science
Th e Academy’s Lyceum Society presents Uldis 
Blukis. Th e Lyceum Society is comprised of 
the Academy’s retired and semi-retired mem-
bers. All Academy members are welcome. 
All Lyceum meetings (except December) are 
brown bag lunches. Brown bag: 11:30 am; 
Brief-Brief: 12:45pm; Lecture & Discussion: 
1:00pm to 3:00pm.

Aug 9 – 10
The 5th Annual New Energy 
Symposium: Featuring the Clean 
Energy Investment Presentations
Th e Academy’s Hot Topics in Green Science 
& Sustainability, in cooperation with New 
Energy New York and Energy & Environmen-
tal Technology Applications Center (E2TAC) 
at the College of Nanoscale Science and En-
gineering (CNSE), presents expert panels dis-
cussing business opportunities and challenges 
in new energy technologies, and entrepreneurs 
pitching their business plans to a panel of 
investors and fi nancial industry experts.

Tue, Sep 21 • 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM
The Scientifi c Connection between 
Optimal Health and Pleasure
Th e Academy’s Science & the City program 
presents a public lecture with Christiane 
Northrup, a leading proponent of medicine 
and healing that acknowledges the unity of 
the mind and body. She will discuss the vital 
connection between pleasure and health.

Sep 23 – 25 • Aspen, Co
Building Better Brains: Neural 
Prosthetics and Beyond
Th e Academy joins the Aspen Brain Forum 
Foundation to present a conference showcas-
ing the most cutting-edge research on using 
neural prosthetics as eff ective therapeutic 
devices in humans and discussion of ways to 
overcome the current limitations.

Oct 29 – 30
Behavioral Epigenetics
Th is two-day CME-accredited conference will 
focus on the quest to understand how envi-
ronmental factors aff ect behavioral outcomes 
(learning, memory, mental illness, normal 
development, and developmental psychopa-
thology) via epigenetic modulation.

Fri, Mar 25, 2011 • 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Music, Science & Medicine: Frontiers 
in Biomedical Research & Clinical 
Applications
A conference to foster dialogue between clini-
cal music and research on physiological func-
tion (neurocognitive mechanisms, hormonal 
and metabolic responses, pain control, motor 
functions), and address therapeutic areas 
where music and physiology can synergize.

June Beyond

save the date
Th e Board of Governors of Th e New York Academy 
of Sciences cordially invites members to the192nd

annual
meeting
Th ursday
September 30
6:30 PM
7 World Trade Center
250 Greenwich Street
40th Floor

RSVP by September 20
www.nyas.org/
annualmeeting2010
nymeetings@nyas.org
+1.212. 298.3725

d
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Donor Profi le

L ong before Toni Hoover became a senior vice president 
at Pfi zer, she honed an interest in psychology by keeping 
an eye on the street life in her hometown of New Orleans. 

Th e odd behavior of some of the local denizens fascinated her as 
a teenager, even if it was largely indulged as harmless eccentric-
ity or regional fl air. Today, she acknowledges that much of what 
captured her interest was in fact psychopathology.

Hoover took her early passion for understanding the under-
lying causes of abnormal behavior to Harvard, where she earned 
a BA, MA, and PhD in psychology. Early work as a clinical sci-
entist in the neurosciences area at Warner-Lambert/Parke-Davis 
in Ann Arbor, Mich., led to a project standardizing clinical as-
sessment outcome measures to be used in clinical trials of treat-
ments for Alzheimer’s patients. She went on to lead central ner-
vous system drug development at Parke-Davis, overseeing the 
development of several medications, including Pfi zer’s Lyrica, 
and has now worked for Pfi zer and its legacy companies for 23 
years.

Since 2006, Hoover has been site director of Pfi zer’s Groton/
New London Laboratories, the company’s largest research and de-
velopment facility. Her focus is on creating a vibrant, innovative, 
and productive environment for discovering and developing new 
medicines. In addition to making sure that the needs of the R&D 
colleagues are met, Hoover is responsible for the site’s compliance 
with state regulations, serving as the public face of Pfi zer in deal-
ing with legislative, public policy, and community relations.  

Th ree years ago, she was tapped to reassess Pfi zer’s relation-
ship with the New York Academy of Sciences, and set out to 
identify new ways in which Pfi zer R&D could get “more bang 
for its sponsorship buck.” Encouraged by discussions with the 
Academy’s Chief Business Offi  cer René Baston, which yielded 
new strategies for rejuvenating the relationship, Hoover made 
the case to Pfi zer’s worldwide president of R&D to continue ma-
jor sponsorship of the Academy. Given the location of Pfi zer’s 
corporate headquarters in New York City and the close proxim-
ity of its large R&D site in southeastern Connecticut, she argued 
that the visibility of Pfi zer as a corporate sponsor of the Academy 
was invaluable, making support of high-profi le Academy initia-
tives a natural fi t. Upon approval of Hoover’s proposal, Pfi zer 
renewed its support of the Academy as a Mission Partner.  

Subsequently, President Ellis Rubinstein asked Hoover to con-
sider joining the Academy’s board. She accepted the invitation, 

and in 2009 be-
came a member of 
the Board of Gov-
ernors. Meanwhile, 
she has stepped up 
her own investment in the Academy by directing her personal 
contribution towards programs focused on advancing women 
and people of color in the sciences. She says these mirror similar 
educational outreach eff orts by Pfi zer in Connecticut to “support, 
spark, and delight” young people about scientifi c careers. Hoover 
takes special delight in witnessing the fi rst green shoots of youth-
ful inquiry, remarking, “You can see the ‘Aha!’ moment as they 
watch hands-on demos of the wonders of science.”  

At the college level, Pfi zer off ers summer internships aimed 
at getting undergrads interested in discovering and developing 
new medicines. Some of Pfi zer’s collaborations with university 
science departments focus specifi cally on increasing the diver-
sity of the pipeline of new talent, and Hoover believes that the 
Academy can further such eff orts by developing skills among 
women and ethnic minorities, and by working to facilitate net-
working among scientists from those groups.

Hoover’s growing personal investment in the Academy capi-
talizes on the Pfi zer Foundation Matching Gift  program, which 
allows her to double her impact. And since Pfi zer renewed its 
sponsorship three years ago, the number of Pfi zer scientists who 
have joined the Academy has increased from 20 in 2005 to more 
than 366 today. Th is represents the largest number of scientists 
from any company and from any single corporate sponsor. Just 
as Hoover has watched young people from Pfi zer’s student pro-
grams go on to become working scientists—sometimes as re-
searchers at her Groton/New London laboratories—she hopes 
to see the Academy raise its own crop of scholars and scientists. 
Scientifi c curiosity came naturally to Hoover as she was growing 
up in New Orleans, but she knows that it doesn’t grow on trees.

Adam Ludwig is a writer in New York City.

For information about contributing to the Academy through 
a corporate matching gift  program, contact Kiryn Hoff man, 
Director, Development at 212.298.8673 or khoff man@nyas.org.

Double the Impact of Your Contribution to the Academy

Matching Personal 
Interest with Corporate 
Investment
How Academy Governor and Pfi zer executive Toni 
Hoover gets “more bang for sponsorship bucks.”

byline ruleby Adam Ludwig



The New York Academy of Sciences’ spectacular conference facility is available nights and 
weekends. Host your special event in New York’s fi rst LEED-certifi ed green building. Enjoy 
breathtaking views, 40 fl oors above the city. Members receive special discounts.
Learn more at www.nyas.org/hostanevent.
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Special
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Above It All

Scientists Without Borders is an 
innovative global initiative that 
aims to mobilize and coordinate 
science-based activities directed 
at improving the quality of life in the 
developing world. The cornerstone of 
the initiative is a free online web portal 

and database that links users across 
the globe.

Join today and help to:

• Match needs and resources

• Exchange knowledge and expertise

• Participate in developing integrated solutions to
challenges facing the world’s poorest countries

WWW.SCIENTISTSWITHOUTBORDERS.ORG



The Academy’s Frontiers of Science Program offers an 
extensive calendar of events covering many of the most 
dynamic fi elds in science. From multi-day international 
conferences to intimate discussion groups, NYAS brings 
together experts from the scientifi c community to exchange 
ideas on issues relating to the most important challenges to 
human health, technology, and social progress.

Frontiers of Science Program
L I F E  S C I E N C E S
SPRING 
CALENDAR

NYAS members receive free or discounted registration for 
all of our programs so register today!

For a full listing of Frontiers of Sciences events, please visit
www.nyas.org/events.

7 World Trade Center
250 Greenwich St, 40th Fl
New York, NY 10007-2157
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MAY 13
Mitochondrial Function as 
a Therapeutic Target for 
Alzheimer’s Disease
Th is conference will examine potential therapeutics 
for mitochondrial dysfunction in Alzheimer’s 
disease. Findings will be presented to stimulate 
discussion of mitochondrial function and its 
relationship to age-related neurodegenerative 
disease and its treatment.
www.nyas.org/Mitochondrial

MAY 14-15
Fourth Annual Symposium on 
Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis 
and Gandolinium-based 
Contrast Agents
Join expert scientists and physicians in nephrology, 
radiology, rheumatology, dermatology, and 
pathology for this CME-accredited meeting.
www.nyas.org/NSF

MAY 19
HIV/AIDS: Vaccines and 
Alternate Strategies for 
Treatment and Prevention
Challenges in developing a vaccine against HIV/
AIDS include the genetic diversity of the virus 
and diffi  culty developing predictive models of 
infection. Th is symposium tackles each challenge in 
turn, and covers other mechanisms to reduce HIV 
transmission.
www.nyas.org/AIDS

MAY 19-21 | BARCELONA, SPAIN
Towards Personalized 
Cancer Medicine
Featuring keynote speaker, Nobel laureate J. Michael 
Bishop, this conference will include advancements, 
challenges, and future steps in research leading to 
an individualized understanding of cancer and its 
translation into personalized clinical care.
www.nyas.org/PersonalMed

MAY 24
A Re-examination of 2009 H1N1
Infl uenza viruses such as H1N1 continue to 
pose a major global public health problem, so 
understanding their pathogenicity and transmission 
is crucial. Th is symposium will revisit the 2009 
outbreak and examine strategies against future 
outbreaks.
Also available as a live, interactive webinar.
www.nyas.org/SwineFlu2

JUNE 11
Probiotics: From Bench to Market
Th is conference will bring together scientists from 
industry, academia, and government to discuss 
the emerging science of mechanisms behind the 
possible benefi ts of probiotic microorganisms in 
promoting human health and combating disease 
and the role of basic science in bringing a probiotic 
product to market.
www.nyas.org/Probiotics

JUNE 12
Probiotic Foods and 
Supplements: The Science 
and Regulations of Labeling
Th is symposium will facilitate the exchange of ideas 
regarding labeling and substantiation of claims 
for probiotics and discuss ways to translate and 
communicate research results to the consumer and 
health professionals.
www.nyas.org/ProbioticsLabels

SEPTEMBER 23-25 | ASPEN, CO
Building Better Brains: Neural 
Prosthetics and Beyond
Neural prosthetic devices to replace motor, sensory, 
or cognitive functions lost by disease hold great 
therapeutic promise, but have not been widely used 
to treat humans. Th is conference will showcase 
research on using neural prosthetic devices as 
eff ective therapeutics and discuss ways to overcome 
their limitations.
www.nyas.org/BetterBrains


